continues in India. Honour killing dealt with a barbaric custom of murdering women for immoral activities, at the hands of male family members, including fathers, brothers, and even husbands, to maintain the purity of honour or restore the family honour. The daughters who disobey their parents and decide to marry with a man of their choice are considered to bring dishonour upon their family—and commit an offence that could be purified only with blood.

The Nation, in the Weber concept, can be characterized as an arrangement of institutions that control the legal use of rule, regulation and power making inside a given region. Imposing business model of physical power is the very basic existence on which the very presence of State rests. Such imposing business model supplies the Nation with force to make commanding as well as binding pronouncement and to execute other tasks or functions. The Nation can't be valued to be effective without having such power.

A self-governing nation like India, banks on the proper working of the three organs of State i.e., the Judiciary, the Legislature and the Executive. Theses organs of the State work in turn according to the rule of law and principles of natural justice. Kangaroo courts in the form of khap Panchayats, which are without any uncertainty exceptionally dominant in the regions they exist, by their weird decisions which apparently possess a approval of the masses and lot of social sanction, question the efficiency of the State with bold insolence.

Mohamad K. Yusuff, Honor Killings in the Name of Religion, Posted March 9, 1999. This article was printed in the February/March 1999 issue of the Voice of Islam newsletter. (This newsletter is published by the Islamic Society of the Washington Area), Available at: http://www.irfi.org/articles/women_in_islam/honor_killings_in_the_name_of_re.htm, last visited on 1-11-16


Andre Munro, State monopoly on violence, Available at: https://www.britannica.com/topic/state-monopoly-on-violence, (last visited on July 8, 2016)

5.1. Constitutional Protection to the women in India

A Constitution is the basic document of a country having a supreme legal sanctity which sets the framework and the principle functions of the organs of the government of a States and declares the principle governing the operation of these organs. The Constitution aims at creating legal norms, social philosophy and economic values which are to be affected by striking synthesis, harmony and fundamental adjustment between individual rights and social interest to achieve the desired community goals.7

The Constitution of India has been given the power to the State Government to enact laws which are focused on the women. It provides the various provisions which provides the equality and prohibits discrimination on the ground of race, sex, caste, religion, place of birth or any of them,8 though all of which some last years have been observed to some landmark judgements of the Apex court with directions and explanations regarding violence against women. The Constitution of India guarantees under Article- 149, equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India as the right to equality to any person10 and ensures prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of race, religion, sex, caste or place of birth. Equality before the law is an aspect of what dicey calls the rule of law in England.11 Rule of law requires that no person shall be subject to harsh, uncivilized, discriminatory treatment even when the object is the securing of the paramount exigencies of law and order.12 The rule of natural justice is also inherently implicit in the article 14 of the Constitution of India which provides the two rights: firstly no one can be judge of his own cause and secondly right to be heard. The word
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7 S.R. Myneni., Women And Law, Asia Law House Hyderabad (1st ed., 2002) at page-64
8 Const. of India, part III, Art. 15(3).
9 Const. of India, part III, Art. 14.
10 Chiranjeet lal v. Union of India AIR 1951 SC 41
‘any person’, in Art. 14 of the Constitution denotes that the guarantee of the equal protection of laws is available to any persons it includes women also. The equality before the law is guaranteed to all without regard to caste, religion, race, colour or nationality.\textsuperscript{13}

The Constitution of India also provides the special provisions for the well being of the women these special provisions do not violate the right to equality as guaranteed in the Constitution but it is one of the exceptions to the general rule laid down in Art. 14 or clauses (1) and (2) of Art. 15, Art. 15(3) empower the state to make special provisions for women\textsuperscript{14}. Women require special treatment on account of their very nature. The basis is that female’s corporeal construction and the performance of maternal capacities put her off guard in the fight for survival and her physical prosperity turns into a question of public interest land care so as to safeguard the quality and power of the race\textsuperscript{15}. Thus women worker can be given special maternity relief\textsuperscript{16} and this effect of law will not infringe right to equality. Again state are established educational institutions exclusively for women\textsuperscript{17}.

The Constitution of India provides the protection of life and personal liberty\textsuperscript{18} to all persons and the persons includes women also. The right to live is not restricted to mere animal existence. It means something more than physical survival. The right to ‘live’ is not confined to the protection of any faculty or limb through which life is enjoyed or the soul communicates with the outside world but it also includes “the right to live with peace with human dignity”, and all that comes under the right to life, namely, the bare requirements of human dignity, such as- clothing, shelter over head for living, sufficient

\textsuperscript{13} Uma Pal, Right To Equality- A Fundamental Right, (legal service india, print article) Published on : July 29, 2014, Available at: http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/print.php?art_id=1688, (last visited on December 5, 2016)

\textsuperscript{14} Const. of India, part III, art. 15(3).

\textsuperscript{15} Richa Jhanwar, HNLU, The Need for Maternity Benefits for Women Employee, ACADEMIKE (ISSN: 2349-9796), November 16, 2014, Available at: https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/the-need-for-maternity-benefits-for-women-employee/ (last visited on December 5, 2016).

\textsuperscript{16} Const. of India, part IV, Art. 42.

\textsuperscript{17} Dattatraya v. state, AIR 1953 Bom 311.

\textsuperscript{18} Const. of India, part III, Art. 21.
nourishment, amenities for writing, reading, studying and expressing ourselves in various forms, to move freely regarding and integrating and commingling with fellow human being.\textsuperscript{19} It also provides the gender equality and guarantee against sexual harassment. It guaranteed gender equality, which includes right to work with human dignity and the safeguard against sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{20}

Part IV of the constitution of India set out the aims and objectives to be taken by the states in the governance of the country. At one time it was mainly concerned with the maintenance of law and order and the protection of life, liberty and property of the subject, and in the era of welfare state the state to take positive action in certain directions in order to promote the welfare of the people and achieve economic democracy for this purpose the state shall promote justice-social, economic and political.\textsuperscript{21} The concept of ‘social-justice’ consist of diverse principles essential for the orderly growth and development of personality of every women. Social justice is a dynamic devise to mitigate the sufferings of the poor, weak, dalits, tribals and deprived section of the society and so elevate them to the level of equality to live a life with dignity of persons.

The concept of social justice enables equality to flavor and enliven the practical content of life. Social justice and equality are complementary to each other so that both should maintain their vitality. Rule of Law, therefore, is a potent instrument of social justice to bring about equality.\textsuperscript{22} It also provides equal pay for equal work for both men and women\textsuperscript{23} and to protect health and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} Francis Coralie v. Union Territory of Delhi, AIR 1978 SC 597.
\item \textsuperscript{20} Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1997 SC 3011.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Const. of India part. IV, Art. 38- State to secure a social order for the promotion of welfare of the people
\end{itemize}

(1) The State shall strive to promote the welfare of the people by securing and protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social, economic and political, shall inform all the institutions of the national life

(2) The State shall, in particular, strive to minimize the inequalities in income, and endeavor to eliminate inequalities in status, facilities and opportunities, not only amongst individuals but also amongst groups of people residing in different areas or engaged in different vocations

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Air India Statutory Corporation v United Labour Union, AIR 1997 SC 645.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Const. of India, part IV, Art. 39(d)- that there is equal pay for equal work for both men and women;
\end{itemize}
strength of women and to ensure that they are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations unsuited to their strength.\textsuperscript{24} State also directs to secure a Uniform Civil Code\textsuperscript{25} applicable throughout the territory of India. Its particular goal is towards the achievement of gender justice. Even though the State has not yet made any efforts to introduce a Uniform Civil Code in India, the judiciary has recognized the necessity of uniformity in the application of civil laws relating to marriage, succession, adoption, divorce, maintenance, etc.\textsuperscript{26} but as it is only a directive it cannot be enforced in a court of law. The State shall take necessary step to organize village panchayats\textsuperscript{27} and the 73\textsuperscript{rd} and 74\textsuperscript{th} amendments to the Indian Constitution effected in 1992 provide for reservation of seats for women in elections to Panchayats and Municipalities.\textsuperscript{28} The Constitution of India enumerates the fundamental duty of citizen of India to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women,\textsuperscript{29} but its true realization in spirit is much awaited.

5.2. Legal Protection to the Women Against violence on the Name of Honour in India

Indian laws do not treat such crimes in a specific or separate clause. Indian laws pertaining to such crimes aren’t covered under any statute directly, but provisions related to murder, attempt to murder, (attempt to) suicide, grievous hurt, outraging the modesty of women, rape, criminal intimidation, 

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Const. of India, part IV, Art.39(e)- that the health and strength of workers, men and women, and the tender age of children are not abused and that citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations unsuited to their age or strength;
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Const. of India, part IV, Art.44- Uniform civil code for the citizens The State shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the territory of India.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum, (1985) 2 SCC 556.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} Const. of India, part IV, art.40.
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Const. of India, Parts IX & IX –A- Part IX, The Panchayats, Art. 243 to 243 O & The Municipalities Art. 243 P to 243 ZG.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Const. of India, part IV-A, art. 51A, (e). The Constitution of India enumerates the fundamental duty to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all people of India transcending religious, linguistic and regional or sectional diversities and to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women.
\end{itemize}
protection of women from torture, prevention of atrocities against SCs and STs, etc., in the Indian Penal Code, 1860, Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 respectively, can be constructively construed to cover the violence against women on the name of honour.  

5.3. Protection under Criminal Law

There are lot of provisions under the IPC which combat the violence against women. There are some offences introduced under the IPC which are indirectly combat the crime against women on the name of honour that are murder, Culpable homicide, Attempt to murder, Attempt to commit culpable homicide, Dowry deaths, suicides and abetment of suicide.

In Brij Lal v. Prem Chand case Supreme Court stated that:

…… the degradation of society due to the pernicious system of dowry and the unconscionable demand made by the greedy and unscrupulous husbands and their parents and relatives resulting in an alarming number of suicidal and dowry deaths by women has shocked the legislative conscience to such an extent that the legislature has deemed it necessary to provide additional provision of law, procedural as well as substantive, to combat the evil.

30 The Justice Verma Committee’s Report on Criminal law of India(Amendments), December 23, 2012: A three-member Committee headed by Justice J.S. Verma, former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, was constituted to recommend amendments to the Criminal Law, Chapter 8, Khap Panchayats and Honour Killings, Available at: http://www.manupatra.com/manufeed/contents/PDF/634946234449650140.pdf, last visited on July 9, 2016

31 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 300
32 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 299
33 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 307
34 Indian Penal Code (1860). S.308
35 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 304-B
36 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 309
37 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 306
38 (1991) SCC (Cri) 394.
Indian society is patriarchal in nature with inborn desire for the birth of a male child in the family. This desire along with the many prevailing superstitions, leads to indiscriminate abortion of female foetuses. Therefore in order to prevent such illegal acts sections 312-318 of the Indian Penal Code deal with the causing of miscarriage with or without consent. Thus these provisions deal with causing miscarriage,\(^{39}\) without women consent,\(^{40}\) death caused by an act done with the intent to cause miscarriage without women’s consent,\(^{41}\) act done with intent to prevent child being born alive or to cause it to die after birth\(^ {42}\) or causing death of quick unborn child by act amounting to culpable homicide\(^ {43}\). The exposure and abandonment of child under twelve years by parents or persons having care of it\(^ {44}\), concealment of birth by secret disposal of dead body\(^ {45}\) are some of the problems dealt with under the provisions of the Indian Penal Code.\(^ {46}\)

IPC prohibits the trafficking\(^ {47}\) and all forms of exploitation.\(^ {48}\) Exploitation includes any act of physical exploitation or any form of sexual exploitation, slavery or practices alike to slavery, servitude, or the forced removal of organs. Selling minor for purpose of prostitution,\(^ {49}\) buying minor for purpose of prostitution,\(^ {50}\) forced labour\(^ {51}\).

In *Gaurav Jain v. Union of India*\(^ {52}\) case Supreme Court stated that:

> Women found in flesh trade, should viewed more as victims of adverse socio-economic circumstances rather than as offenders in our
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\(^{39}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S.. 312  
\(^{40}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 313  
\(^{41}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 314  
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\(^{46}\) Malik & Raval, Law And Social Transformation In India, Publisher: Allahabad Law Agency, (3rd ed. 2011), at page- 164-165  
\(^{47}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 370  
\(^{48}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 370-A  
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\(^{50}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 373  
\(^{51}\) Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 374  
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society. The commercial exploitation of sex may be regarded as a crime but those trapped in custom-oriented prostitution and gender oriented prostitution should be viewed as victim of gender-oriented vulnerability.

Women have been depicted in the most respectable and aesthetic manner on the one hand and on the other hand they have also been victim of indecent, vulgar and obscene depictions. This contrast is difficult to balance especially where women are treated as “goods” to promote sales. The terms obscene, indecent and vulgar are difficult to define as they are intricately linked to the moral values in a society. Section 292-294 of the IPC, 1860 deal with the offence of obscenity. They deal with sale, hire, distribution, public exhibition circulation, import, export or advertisement, etc. of any matter which is obscene to a young persons and sings, recites or utters any obscene songs or does any obscene act in a public place to cause annoyance of others.

Modesty is an attribute which a female possess right from her birth. It is not easy to lay a comprehensive test for determining whether modesty of women is outraged or not. When any persons assaults or uses criminal force to any women, intending to outrage modesty of women and that act is done with the intention of disrobing or compelling her to be naked or make any word, sound and gesture to intrudes upon the privacy of women and watches or captures the images of women engaging in a private act shall be punishable under this code.

One of the important reasons, inter alia, given for the acceptance and the commission of offences against women is economic independence. Now as
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53 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 292
54 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 293
55 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 294
56 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 354
57 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 354-B
58 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 509
59 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 354-C
women try to fight economic disparity with men a new form of crime is emerged—sexual harassment at the workplace. This offence is most glaring example of human right violation, gender inequality, and injustice. Each incident of sexual harassment at the workplace also result in violation of fundamental rights under the constitution, namely, right to gender equality and right to life and liberty. That sexual harassment of a female at workplace is incompatible with the dignity and honour of women.

In the penal laws of all countries, sexual offences against women occupy a significant place and out of all the crimes, the one which shocks the conscience, and shakes its roots and is the most heinous is rape. The only crime, perhaps, where instead of being sympathized with a victim is socially ostracized and morally degraded with a lifelong stigma on her dignity and character. The mental torture is deep and agony unbearable. The offence of rape occurs in chapter XVI of the IPC. It is an offence affecting the human body, that sections are 375 and 376, 376-A to 376-E, IPC. Sections related to rape have been substantially changed by the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 which introduced new definition of rape and also introduced several new sections, namely, 376-A to 376-E which provide harsh punishment extend to life imprisonment or death for the offence of rape.

The code of criminal Procedure provided that the court may take appropriate measures to ensure that the women is not confronted by the accused where the evidence taken of women below the age of eighteen years who has a victim of rape or other sexual offences and such inquiry or trial shall be conducted in camera or as far as possible be completed before the period of not more than two months from the date of commencing of file as charge-sheet. It also provided compensation for victim under section 326-A
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61 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 354-A
62 Indian Penal Code (1860). S. 293
64 Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 327 (2)
and 376-D\textsuperscript{66} and provides a first aid or medical, treatment free of cost, to the victim of any offence covered under section 326-A, 376, 376-A, 376-B, 376-C, 376-D or 376-E of the Indian Penal Code.\textsuperscript{67} Police officers especially empower to make investigation in to cases of suicides and other unnatural or suspicious deaths\textsuperscript{68} and send the body for postmortem examination if:

(a) the case involves suicide by women within seven years of her marriage;

(b) the case relates to the death of a women within seven years of her marriage in circumstances raising reasonable suspicion that the women was the victim of an offence;

(c) that any relative of women made a request in that behalf when she died within seven years of her marriage;

(d) there is any doubt regarding the cause of death.\textsuperscript{69} If death is caused in the police custody the inquiry shall be conducted by a Magistrate\textsuperscript{70}.

The Indian Evidence Act, provide to penalize those who hide facts, either before or at the time of committing crime, or after the affirmed crime\textsuperscript{71}. It also provides that even the prosecutor stated in her evidence that she did not consent to the sexual intercourse the court shall presume that she did not consent\textsuperscript{72} and burden of proving consent shift to the accused.\textsuperscript{73} If prosecution is made under section 354, section 354-A, section 354-B, section 354-C, section 354-D, section 376, section 376-A, section 376-B, section 376-C, section 376-D, section 376-E, of the IPC, evidence of previous character of the victim or previous sexual experience of with any other person’s shall not be relevant on

\textsuperscript{66} Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 357-B

\textsuperscript{67} Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 357-C

\textsuperscript{68} Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 174

\textsuperscript{69} Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 174(3)

\textsuperscript{70} Criminal Procedure Code (1973). S. 176

\textsuperscript{71} The Indian Evidence Act (1872), S. 8. Motive, preparation and previous or subsequent conduct. (Illustrations- e)

\textsuperscript{72} The Indian Evidence Act (1872), S. 114-A.

\textsuperscript{73} Nawab Khan v. State of M.P; (1990) Cr.LJ 1179.
the issue of such consent or quality of consent. To make the amendment in the IPC more effective, amendment in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 was considered to be necessary. Thus, Section 113-B which raised presumption as to dowry death was added. The provision of this section, although mandatory in nature, simply enjoin upon the court to draw such presumption of dowry death on proof of circumstances mention therein which amounts to shifting the onus on the accused to show that the married women was not treated with cruelty by her husband soon before her death.

5.4. Special Legislation for Protection of Women

The matrimonial legislation consists of a set of provisions that govern family relationship and rights of spouses and children during and subsequent to marriage. The Special Marriage Act of 1954 gives the right to women to choose his own spouse and marry him. It gives the freedom of choice. The Hindu Marriage Act of 1955 give the women who is Hindu various rights related to marriage, divorce, maintenance, custody etc. The Hindu succession Act, 1956 gave Hindu women right to inheritance. However, the son’s had an independent share in the ancestral property, while the daughter shares were depend on the share received by their father. Hence, a father could effectively disinterest a daughter by renouncing his share of the ancestral property, but the son will continue to have a share in his own right. After the amendment of Hindu Laws in 2005, now women have been provided the same status as that of men.

The Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act give the right of guardianship to women and the Hindu adoption and Maintenance Act gives the right to claim maintenance to women. It provides equal rights to both men and
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74 The Indian Evidence Act of (1872), SS. 53-A & 146 .
women to adopt a child. In 1986 the Supreme Court of India held that Shah Bano an old divorced victim who was eligible for maintenance. However the decisions were voice furiously opposed by fundamentalist Muslim leaders, who alleged that the court was interfering in their personnel law. The Union Government subsequently passed the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights Upon Divorce) Act.

In 1961, the Government of India passed the Dowry Prohibition Act, making the dowry demands in wedding arrangements illegal. In 1985, the Dowry Prohibition (Maintenance of Lists of presents to the bride and bridegroom) Rules were framed. The Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, was passed in 1956. However many cases of trafficking of young girls and women have been reported. These women are either forced into prostitutions domestic work or child labour. The Commission of Sati (prevention) Act, 1987 was passed by central government under the direction of the Supreme Court in its writs jurisdictions. The Act provide for the more effective prevention of the commission of sati and its glorification\textsuperscript{77}.

Child marriage has been traditionally presence in India and continues to this day. Although child marriage was outlawed in 1860, it is still a women practice to prohibit child marriages and save the girl child from hard practices. The prohibition of child marriage Act was enacted in 2006. The female foeticide is still prevalent in India. All medical tests that can be used to determine the sex of the child have been banned in India, due to incidents of these tests being used to get rid of unwanted female children before birth. Therefore the Parliament passed The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 to regulate termination of pregnancy in certain cases only by registered medical practitioners on the ground that if it involves a risk to the life of the pregnant women or gave injury to her physical or mental health or where there is a substantial risk that if the child were born it would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped and where the

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid.
pregnancy is alleged to have been caused by rape or as a result of failure of contraceptive used by a married women or her husband, and The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 provides the regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic disorder or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre natal sex determination leading to female feticides78.

Half of the total number of crimes against women reported in 1990 related molestation and harassment at the work place. So, in 1987 The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act was passed to prohibit indecent representation of women through advertisements, or in publications, writings, paintings. Figures or in any other manner79. In 2005 The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 accommodates more powerful assurance of the rights of women guaranteed under the Constitution who are victims of violence of any kind occurring within the family and for issues associated therewith or incidental thereto. This Act, For the purposes to know, it defines Domestic Violence under Section 3 of The Protection Of Women From Domestic Violence Act, 2005,80 can be explained in other words as any act, omission, commission or conduct of the respondent shall commit domestic violence if there is any harms or damages or injures the health, safety, life, extremity regardless or well-being of whether mental or physical, of the victim or has a tendency to do as such and incorporates causing physical abuse, sexual abuse, verbal and psychological abuse and financial abuse, or harasses, hurts, harms or injures or endangers the victim with a view to pressure her or some
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78 Ibid.
80 The Protection Of Women From Domestic Violence Act, 2005, Chapter- II, Section 3, Domestic Violence, (Definition Of Domestic Violence).
other person related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any dowry or other property or valuable security, or has the impact of debilitating the effect of threatening the aggrieved person or any person related to her by any conduct mentioned as above, or otherwise injures or causes hurt, whether physical or mental, to the victim.

Labour laws that protect women at the work place include various Acts. The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 provides for equal remuneration to men and women workers to get equal pay for equal work or similar work, and prohibits discrimination. The Mines Act, 1952 prohibits the employment of women underground, and provides for restricted timings of work for women employed above the ground. The Factories Act, 1948 has many provisions protecting women at the workplace, including issues pertaining to occupational safety, provision of sanitation and crèche facilities. The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 provides for maternity leave and benefit in order to protect the dignity of motherhood and gender justice.81

In illustration where the khap panchayats have forcefully separated wedded couples who are of sufficient age to get marital. The Indian Majority Act, 1857 Section-3, provides that anyone who reside in India shall be called major after completing the 18 years of age and not before it. Unless a particular personal law specifies otherwise, anyone who reside in India is considered to have attained majority after completion of 18 years of age. But, in the case of a minor regarding individual or property, or both, a guardian has been appointed or declared by the court of justice before the age of 18 years, and in case of each and every minor the superintendence of whose property has been suspected by the Court of Wards, age of majority will be 21 years and not 18. The Act is relevant in cases where the khap panchayats have forcefully
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separated wedded couples who are of adequate age to get marital. It is a violation of the provisions under this Act 82.

The chief purpose behind the passing of The Special Marriage Act, 1954 was to illustrate a exclusive institute of marriage for the people of India and all Indians living abroad, irrespective of the faith or religion pursued by any of the party, to succeed the willing marriage. The Indian Parliament had enacted Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 to prevent atrocities against Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The motive of the Act was to assist the social attachment of SC/ST into Indian society. It defines acts such as compelling an SC/ST to drink or eat any unbearable substance or uneatable, dishonouring, assaulting, removing clothes, parading naked or with painted face or body, sexual exploitation of an SC/ST woman, outraged the modesty of an SC/ST woman or threatening or ordering an SC/ST to leave his or her village or house as punishment83.

The Act is linked to crime on the name of honour because numerous incidents of crime on the name of honour are being found closely linked to caste and religion. The Protection of Human Rights (Amendment) Act, 2006 provides the provisions regarding protection of human rights of individual and the creation of a Human Rights Courts, State Human Rights Commission and National Human Rights Commission for better safeguard of individual human rights of human being. Facts are relevant when custom or right is in question - Where the question is as to presence of any custom or right, the following facts are relevant:

(i) Any matter dealt by which the custom or right in question was recognized, asserted or, claimed, created, modified, or which was conflicting with its presence;

(ii) In the cases in which the custom or right was acknowledged, claimed, or practiced, or in which its practice was departed, uncertain or denied from. The

82 Supranote at 2 (Puneet Kaur)

83 Ibid.
Act is appropriate to provide justice to those who become sufferer because of the orders issued by these unlawful assemblies i.e. khap panchayats.\(^{84}\)

Despite these laws, violence against women on the name of honour is on the rise. Honour crimes in the name of family and caste honour and ethnic culture are the most degrading human act and the woman continues to suffer due to the utter failure of the criminal justice system and inadequate protective measures\(^{85}\). Thus, these are the various legislations which show that law acted and has been acting as an instrument of social change for women.

**5.5. Initiation of the Government for Combating Crime against Women on the Name of Honour**

Despite hundred of couples marrying against social barriers being hounded out or killed at the behest of Khap Panchayats in northern India, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Haryana have prepared no legal framework to counter the menace. The State of Uttar Pradesh submitted in its affirmation of affidavit that There was no particular law or legal framework to deal with the problem of such incidence of honour killings, though, the Director General of Police and additional Director General of Police have issued circulars to verify achievement with the guidelines provided under *The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005*\(^{86}\).

The Rajasthan government depended on two circulars, one issued in 2001 and another in 2006, to check activities of Panchayats based on caste. The State of Haryana, on the other hand, observed that it needs an action plan
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\(^{84}\) *Ibid.*


rather than any circulars to hold down honour killings. This communication was assembled by *amicus curiae* Raju Ramachandran from the affidavits filed by the States in reply to a Public Interest Litigation by *Shakti Vahini (NGO)* looking for the Supreme court’s interference to protect young couples, who were compelled to break up their inter-caste marriages or killed for disobedience. The Central Government stated that it was clearly planning to make honour killing as specific offence to amend the Indian Penal Code.\(^{87}\)

The then law minister M. Veerappa moily said that we have already finalized a draft and Government is planning to bring this bill in the Mansoon Session of Parliament in 2011 to provide for deterrent punishment for honour killings. Meanwhile, the Government has announced setting up of a Group of Ministers (GoM) that will considered amendments to the law to deal with the issue\(^ {88}\). An Amendment bill was expected to be tabled in Parliament in monsoon session of 2011, proposed to include a clause under section 300 of the IPC to deal exclusively with honour killings\(^ {89}\), but it could not be tabled.

Here the Amicus curie Raju Ramachandran’s report\(^ {90}\) overviewed to show the legislative vacuum for the idea of war against Khap Panchayats and honour killings by them, emphasized that it would be need of the day for the Apex Court to give appropriate guidelines or diecives to stop atrocities in the name of custom and honour. He further advised that it is must be the duty of the States must be immediately directed to identify the areas, where Khaps are occurred or active in such wrongs and administration of these areas or the police officers must take appropriate step to protect the young couple from any threat and harm including their performed inter-caste marriages. The amicus also suggested that the police must take forward action and take action to stop

\(^{87}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{90}\) In re *Shakti Vahini* case, 2011, Report submitted by Amicus curie Raju Ramachandran.
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Khap Panchayat meetings having to take decisions against these couples in the name of honour and if necessary arrest key members to destroy the gatherings.\(^{91}\)

A question like had honour killing be a specific offence under a specific law, or such a condition would not have taken place yet, the answer must be given by the legislative assembly as well as judicial authority, till the answer coming out there would not be any force on the High court’s especially to minimise the punishment from Capital Punishment to life imprisonment. Regarding above discussion Former CJI P. Sathasivam also advised a special law to curb and control Honour Killings. In this regard he said that there it is need a special legislation which will indeed be a welcome step as it will assist in making additional effort to protect the victims. However the existing law punishes the offences of murder and homicide, which does not directly punish the members of such group for the same purpose. The aim and objectives of the proposed Bill coupled with those provisions in the IPC would successfully restrain the honour killings and will be a direct safeguard to save from harm the young pairs and their relatives who are the sufferers of this social wrong.\(^{92}\)

Unless “the Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliance) Bill, 2011” the proposed bill is passed and comes into effect, there is no any effective law created to combat or curb the act of honour killings especially in North India commonly known states like Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. There is no explicit lawful enactment to control the honour killings which is to be exactly provided under

---


the provision of Indian Penal Code\textsuperscript{93}. In nonappearance of specific offence in the Indian Penal Code, 1860, honour killings must be consider as murder and must be approached to the category of section 300, IPC.\textsuperscript{94}

Though, Section 300(4) of Indian Penal Code, 1860\textsuperscript{95} can be explained in other words as about knowledge of result of committing act that if the person commit the act that it is so imminently dangerous according to his knowledge that it must, in all plausibility, cause death or such bodily harm as is expected to cause death, and executes such act without any defence for obtaining the risk of resulting death or such bodily harm as abovementioned, confers the offence of murder.

This is in explained way to define the act of killings which are committed in the name of honour. At this point the act is deliberately, consciously dangerous and in all possibility has the chances of executing death, so it can be easily to say that the offenders involved in honour killings must be punished as the offenders of murderer and death sentence should be imposed on murderers\textsuperscript{96}.

\textbf{5.6. Efforts made by the Commission}

It was the first time The National Commission for Women (NCW) outlined a bill that is “Prevention of Crimes in the name of Honour and Tradition” Bill: 2010 Through this bill it was suggested certain preventive and penal method to control the jumble of killings and dishonourable crimes in


\textsuperscript{94} Section 300 Murder.

\textsuperscript{95} The Indian Penal Code (1860), Section 300- Murder , clause (4).

the name of honour. The bill very emphatically stated every individual’s right to choose her spouse either in marriage or else. Clause 3 of the bill, in other words, provides that all persons including young couples and major girls have the right to freedom of expression, right of association and movement, right to life, liberty, bodily integrity and right to control their own lives. They have a right to choose their own spouses either in marriage or else and no action to be stop the exercise of these rights, shall be a crime to restrain under the provisions of this Bill\textsuperscript{97}. Therefore any action in preventing a life partner or spouse of their choice should be an offence under this act. The Bill had made provision of sanction for any act of killing in the name of honour by punishment provided under the provision of Indian Penal Code, 1860. It had also made provision to punish the distressing of any woman or her spouse in order to prevent them to execute their right to marry out of their own choice.\textsuperscript{98} The bill made punishable both mental and physical acts of harassment and explains the acts of harassment with particular aspects\textsuperscript{99}.

Explanation I of clause 5, in other words, provides that any act of harassment and prevention in this Section shall consist of mental and physical both acts such as, Declaring the young couple as a sister and brother, who have got married, provided that they are not daughter and son from the natural parents and such weddings are approved by any law or tradition for the time being in power, extraditing the young boy and girl or their family or kith and kin from area they live in or the village, asking the young boy and girl or anyone related with them or supporting them to pay damages a fine, extraordinary social punishment or social cut-off on the young boy and girl or on their family or on anyone related with them, imposing financial sanctions or boycott on the young boy and girl or their family related with them, depriving the young boy and girl or their family including the family of the male spouse of any property or land belonging to them, constantly harassing the young boy

\textsuperscript{97} Prevention of Crimes in the name of Honour and Tradition, 2010, Sec. 3.
\textsuperscript{98} Id at Sec. 5.
\textsuperscript{99} Annual Report, 2010 – 2011, National Commission For Women,
and girl or one of them not to live, associate or meet with or reside with each other, by corporal visit them or through any means of contact, threatening the young boy and girl or anyone of them or their family or anyone related with them of deterrent and penal action of any kind whatever, causing injury or harm to the young boy and girl or anybody related with them, intimidation, acts of harassment or any other act whether psychological or mental or physical to evade the young boy and girl or any of them from get-together or spending life with each other. A mere support of killings or of harassment by anybody in public is a punishable offence under the bill as punishable with a term of imprisonment up to two years and with punitive fine.

The bill additionally moved the burden of proving where any individual or people is or are indicted for an offense under this bill, on the person/persons so accused that they have not committed or involved in the offence or offences.

The authority to forbid certain acts under the act is on the the District Magistrate or Collector. Where the District Magistrate or Collector has received information or is of the view that any of the crimes under Sections 4, 5 or 6 are likely to be committed, he shall by order prevent/prohibit the commission of such offences and further prohibit the gathering of any persons or body of persons likely to discuss the commission of the said offences. Whoever contravenes any order made under Sub-Section (1) shall be

---

100 Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, Bill 2010 Sec. 5 - Explanation I
101 Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition ..2010 , Sec. 6- If any person or persons, including a body of persons by whatever name it is called, eulogises or publicly supports or incites, .....fine.
102 Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition.. 2010, Sec. 7.- Burden of Proof – Where any person or persons is or are prosecuted for an Offence under Sections 4, 5 or 6, the Burden of proving that he or they have not committed the offence or offences under the said sections shall be on him or them.
103 Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, (2010), Sec.8 (1) - Where the Collector .....said offences.
punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six months but may extend to two years and with fine\textsuperscript{104}.

When an Executive Magistrate receives information that any person or persons acting in accordance with, or, at the order of, a member of the family or a member of a body or group of the caste or race or community or caste panchayat is likely to commit any wrongful act and is of opinion that there is sufficient ground for proceeding, he may in the manner hereinafter provided, require such person or persons acting in concert with, or, at the behest of, a member of the family or a member of a body or group of the caste, race, community to these panchayats to show cause why he/they should not be ordered to implement a bond with sureties for keeping peace and maintain good behaviour for such period, not exceeding one year, as according to the discretion of the Magistrate. Any Executive Magistrate can start Proceeding under this section when any of the place where the breach of the annoyance or peace is happened in his local jurisdiction or there is within such jurisdiction a person who is likely to commit a breach of the annoyance or peace or agitate the public tranquillity or to do any criminal act as above mentioned in such jurisdiction.

A Magistrate shall make an written order when he is performing under this provision to any person to show cause, it deems compulsory under such section, setting forth the fact of the information received, the sum of the bond to be executed, the expression for which it is to be in force, and class, character and the number of sureties required\textsuperscript{105}.

The bill also makes a provision for the needy couple to notify about their objectives to marry to the police or government officials. Yet, the provision falls tiny of providing any category of security to the couples who notify government officials of their objective to marry as there is no obligatory

\textsuperscript{104} Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, (2010), Sec.8 (2) - Whoever ……with fine.

\textsuperscript{105} Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, 2010, Sec.8 (3) - When an Executive Magistrate …..(if any) required.
duty cast on such authorities, so notified to protect these couple\textsuperscript{106}. Clause 10 of the bill also makes a provision to provide obligation on confined persons to report to commission of the evil doing under this Bill\textsuperscript{107}. The provisions of this Bill shall be in accumulation to the, and not in adjacent to any other existing law, which is already in effect\textsuperscript{108}.

The draft bill proposed by National Commission for Women, was a appriciable step trying to combat the inhuman and shameful activities done in the shadow of honour, though, as the Law commission pointed out rightly in its report\textsuperscript{109}, where it missed the desirability and requirement of the focusing on dealing directly on illegal gathering and their brutal persuade. Then after, the law commission presented the proposed legislation as a bill namely, the *Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliance) Bill, 2011* with exactly focusing on illegal gathering i.e. unlawful assemblies. According to the Law commission they assembled on community or caste, where they presumed themselves to have the authority and right to adjudicate and pronounce on those marries which are objectionable in their eyes and show minimum respect for life and liberty and are not prevented by any law or the court of justice. Such unlawful assemblies harass and abuse innocent youngsters and carry on to exercise unrestricted power and also appear to be against any suggestion regarding social tradition, rule and culture in that particular society.\textsuperscript{110}

\textsuperscript{106} Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, 2010, Sec. 9 - Declaration by a Couple …said couple.
\textsuperscript{107} Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, 2010 Sec. 10 - Obligation of certain ..... to fine.
\textsuperscript{108} Prevention of Crimes in the Name of Honour and Tradition, 2010, Sec. 11 –Bill, not in derogation ....in force.
Law commission also indicated and tried to define unlawful assembly in the bill which is quite differently defined in section 141 of the Indian Penal Code not same to unlawful assembly. The proposed law intends to deal with the performance of local bodies or caste assemblies and to strike at the blind faith of such assemblies performing against life and liberty of persons. A different form of illegal association should be punished differently, therefore, the commission has recommended as much as possible in better importance. The bill and its provisions are not in contrary or derogation to the Indian Penal Code but it is in its accumulation. The Commission already rejected the proposal to include ‘honour killings’ within the definition of murder to amend Section 300 of the Indian Penal Code on the ground that the existing provisions are enough to pay attention of the position leading to define and punish the acts of killing or causing physical injury to the intended person who supposedly damaged the honour of the community, caste or society. The object behind killing a human does not creat the reason to introduce a additional provision in section 300 of IPC. However, shifting the burden of proof on to the offender facing allegation of taking part in the gravious offence of murder or homicide or abetment of it is not fortunate. Such a step will be against the fundamental ideology of criminal jurisprudence acknowledged and cover up into our criminal justice system. If onus has to be shifted in such offence, rationally, it will be converted in to the other heinous crimes

*The Bill, 2011* is forwarded by clause 2(1) provided in other words that no person or any assembly of persons shall assemble with premeditated to intended plan, or smash any marriage, not banned by law, on the grounds that such marriage has ruined the community or caste custom or brought disregards to all or any of the persons to being part of the gathering or the relations or the person of the locality or of the society. The explanatory part contained the intended or proposed marriage within the meaning of ‘Marriage.’ Provided under Clause 2(2) directs any such assembly or meeting or gathering to be

111 Supranote at 109 (A Suggested…..)
considered as an unlawful assembly and everyone convening or organizing such meeting and every member thereof participating shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six months but may extend to one year and shall also be liable to fine up to rupees ten thousand\textsuperscript{112}.

According to clause 4 of the bill any member of such gathering who only or in group with other such members supports, encourage or brings force upon any person or persons so as to disapprove, or condemn of the marriage which is objected to by the said members of the prohibited gathering, or creates an atmosphere of aggression towards such youngsters or one of them or their supporters, relatives or family members, shall be deemed to have acted in endangerment of their life and liberty and such an action of jeopardize shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term of not less than one year but which may be extended to two years and shall also be liable to fine up to twenty thousand rupees. Clause 4 (1) provides punishment for criminal intimidation of the young couple or their family members\textsuperscript{113}. The bill further tightens the noose on persons participating in the assembly by presuming his intention to commit the act. The clause 6 of the proposed bill reads- “In a hearing under section 3 or 4, if it is established that any accused person involved himself or continued to involve in a illegal gathering, the Court shall presume that he deliberated and determined to take all essential steps to put into effect the decision of such gathering including the completing of acts provided in Sections 3 and 4\textsuperscript{114}.”

The District Magistrate or the Collector has been delegated with the task of certifying the security of the persons targeted in case any verdict is taken by the khap Panchayat and she / he shall take essential steps to forbid the

\textsuperscript{112}The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill 2011, Available at: http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in, (last visited on 23 June, 2015)

\textsuperscript{113} The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011 clause(4)

\textsuperscript{114} The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011, clause(6)- In a prosecution under section 3 or section 4, if it is found that any accused person participated or continued to participate in an unlawful assembly, the Court shall presume that he intended and decided to take all necessary steps to put into effect the decision of unlawful assembly including the commission of acts referred to in Sections 3 and 4.
summoning of such illegal gatherings\textsuperscript{115}. Any act against the provision provided under proposed law will be punished by imprisonment can be extent up to three years and a fine extent up thirty thousand rupees. The cases are to be decided by Sessions Judge or Additional Sessions Judge in a Special Court\textsuperscript{116}. The Special Court would be authorized to \textit{suo motu} cognizance of case concern to the technical development and incorporate practical participation via social networks and as the same. It should incorporate both indirect and direct involvement\textsuperscript{117}. The act proposed in section 2 may not always be joint action. As stated in the common inspection above, if coercion, threat or intimidation can occur from either of the member of the family or within family. Such actions do not always need to break marriages but might also be to compel someone into marriage. So, under the forbidden action in section 2, such actions must be mention. Clause 6 uses the word 'participation’ which should be defined to mean not only the influence of corporeal existence but also financial, political and others. With the expansion in the gathering of such gathering it is because of expanding cell phones and the use of social media, there must be a cell to control these cyber supports. Much the same as the bill proposed by NCW, the LCI's Bill likewise does exclude disciplines for exclusion on part of the expert, which gets data about the said offenses yet neglects to make fitting move. Expansion of responsibility with respect to aware officer/officers in the area must be considered to make the law viable and implementable\textsuperscript{118}.

Further the Law Commission, draft a legislation ‘The Endangerment of Life and Liberty (Protection, Prosecution and other measures) Act, 2011' to deal with the threat of ‘honour killings' in several parts of the nation and grip

\textsuperscript{115}The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011, cl. 8- (1) Where the Collector........unlawful assembly.
\textsuperscript{116} The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011, cl. 9- (1) Notwithstanding anything ….in the notification.
\textsuperscript{117} The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011, cl. 10- (1) A Special Court .....Court of Session
\textsuperscript{118} Supranote at 110 (The Prohibition.....)
with unlawful commands delivered by ‘khap panchayats,' the Law Commission has drafted a legislation to prosecute either the member or the group concerned in such jeopardize activities and conduct. The proposed draft, ‘The Endangerment of Life and Liberty (Protection, Prosecution and other measures) Act, 2011,' prepared by the member of Law Commission and senior advocate R. Venkataramani, has been discussed and approved by the Commission, which is chaired by Justice P. Venkatarama Reddi.  

The Commission has refused again as for last bill, the claims for a separate clause in Section 300(murder) of the Indian Penal Code to insert ‘honour killings' under the provision of this specific Section. The commission stated that there is no need to insert a additional part i.e. honour killings within the scope of this section 300. It may creat interpretational difficulties and confusion inserting such a new clause. The current provisions in the Indian Penal Code are sufficient to deal with the situations relating to clear acts of such killing or other acts of physical harm to the intended person who allegedly undermined the honour of the caste or community.” Under the drafted law, the act of putting life and liberty in danger shall mean and include any way of acts of exhorting, encouragement, commending, threat and creating an situation to squash of life and liberty is threatened or imminent and shall include compelling the persons indirectly or directly compelling to move out, leave or abandon their home from the particular place and make mandatory obligations such as withdrawal of the resources of livelihood, cut off social relations, rejection of services and amenities which are generally otherwise available to the people of the particular society.

Additionally, it might be unlawful for any gathering of people to associate, collect or assemble with the aim to destroy, premeditated on, or to censure any relationship or marriage for example, marriage between couple

---

120 Ibid.
who have already get the age of majority in the particular society on the grounds that such relationship or conduct has disrespected the religion, caste or community of whole the society or the family or of the particular member or any of the persons forming part of the assembly of the particular society.

It might be presumed that any one or the group found to be part of the illegal caste gathering did as such with the aim to act in violation of life or liberty. Such a gathering might be dealt with as an unlawful assembly and all the persons coming under such assembly shall be punished with imprisonment for a period of not less than three years and it may extent up to five years and a fine of thirty thousand rupees. The proposed legislation provides that any person or persons meeting or gathering of such an assembly or who takes an active part in the execution of the assembly should likewise be subjected to civil punishment as they won't be qualified to contest any election to any local authority and will be dealt with as an ineligible candidate.121

Further in 2013 Late Justice J.S. Verma (retd ) chairman of committee on amendment to criminal law has recommended in his reports the law relating to khap panchayat and honour killings according to his report122 a Khap is a form of grouping, which may comprise of more than one village. Sometimes these villages comprised of people belonging to the same gotra (clan) or caste or multi-gotra or multi-castes. The Khap Panchayat as a social institution has a long history. These institutions functioned as a public forum for resolution of difference by providing a platform for direct negotiations between the disputants from such village or villages which fell under Khap. The decisions meted out by the Khap Panchayat would bind the parties, and in a rare case, the dissatisfied party may apply for review to Sarv Khap, which functioned as a higher assembly of representatives from all neighbouring Khaps123.

121Ibid.
123Report of the Committee on Amendments to Criminal Law, by Justice J. S. Verma (retd ) chairman of committee, Justice Smt. Leila Seth (Retd ) (Member), Gopal Subramanium (member), Chapter-8, Para-3, Full text of the report by the Committee constituted to suggest amendments in laws for sexual crimes which was submitted to the Ministry of Home Affairs, published- Gov. of India, January 23, 2013.
This logic of maintaining caste order by preventing inter-caste marriages and further debarring intracaste marriages which are sagotra, severely limits the freedom to freely choose ones partner; these practices have no legal sanction under Hindu Marriage Act. This further unduly emphasizes a woman’s ‘honour’ thereby encouraging not just control of sexuality but also her marital choice, by stigmatising inter-caste marriages. This has much wider social and economic repercussions and restraining women’s free mobility affecting her education/ employment and fundamental rights. He stated that the relative ease and speed with which justice was dispensed and the sense of solidarity and support that villages and communities provided to families gave khap a firm social standing. Of course, given the strong hold patriarchy had on all aspects of society, women played no part in khap deliberations. The position of the lower caste and schedule caste were no different”. In his words, a Khap panchayat is seen as upholding the concept of bhaichara on a gotra, caste or territorial basis.

It is believed that Khap Panchayats generally consist of powerful elements of a dominant caste, senior citizens who “wished to be considered as upholders of village norms, custodian of rural culture and guardians of public morality.” The means adopted by Khap Panchayat to secure compliance of members of their community with their notions of morality and right conduct, in the name of culture and tradition, has assumed unreasonable proportions. Khaps regularly oppose marriages between people related by blood or belonging to the same gotra (sagotra), or people who are members of a Khap (on territorial basis). However, Khap permits marriage within the same caste and prohibits intercaste marriage. It does not allow any violation of the above diktat to go unnoticed and imposes upon the violator social boycott or excommunication as punishment. These punishments have also taken form of

125 Ibid.
126 Ibid.
127 Ibid.
gross human right violation where these purported violators have been subjected to brutality and sometimes have been brutally murdered\textsuperscript{128}.

Hence, in his report they directed the police and regulatory authorities to take hard steps to anticipate such horrible acts. If any such wrong occurs, have to start criminal proceedings against those responsible for such offences, the State Government is directed to promptly suspend the District Magistrate or the Collector and SSP or SPs of the area and other authorities concerned and issue so cause notice and charge sheet against them and proceed departmental action against them if they don't (1) anticipate such acts or if didn't happened but they have prior information about to happen, or (2) if the act happened and they don't arrest the offenders and others involved included and institute criminal proceedings against them, as in our opinion they will be deemed to be directly or indirectly answerable in this relation\textsuperscript{129}.” The actions of Khap Panchayats are extremely relevant for the consideration of this Committee in the context of crimes against women, on the basis of gender, since one of the most prevalent practices employed by Khap Panchayats to enforce their decisions is that of “Honour Killing\textsuperscript{130}.

Generally “honour crimes” and “honour killing” terms are used to explain the happening of harassment, threat and violence caused to young boys and girls having married or intending to marry against the desires of the family members or the community. Although, homicide in the name of honour of a person upon the belief that the person has bring ‘dishonoured’ to the family has been common in this part of the world\textsuperscript{131}. The Law Commission, in its 242nd Report, observed that as for like the community or caste panchayats act a positive role in dealing the widespread problems relating to the society or peacefully settling the disputes between the local families and residents, deterring the people from a criminal course, the responsibility and the effort of

\textsuperscript{128} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{129} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{130} Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-9
\textsuperscript{131} Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-11
these village Panchayatdars and elders can be highly praised; but, if they go beyond their parameter, as it is regularly occurring, compelling their decisions in affairs relating to wedlock and obstructing in the legal choices of youngsters and involving in acts of jeopardizing their life and liberty, the law cannot stand as a silent observer in our democratic and progressive matrimonial course to nurtured constitutional standards.”

In India, “honour killing” is being practiced against young boys and girls marrying either against the choices or desires of their family or marrying outside their religion or caste which are considered as “objectionable matrimony”. Khap Panchayats have been implementing this practice to enforce their diktat “by assuming to themselves the role of community or social guardian”. Where a murder is committed in the name of pride, culture and honour, it has been considered as less serious than murder and members of the society are found to have ignored the killing.

As women have largely been targets of “honour killing” it is extremely important for the Committee to take note of this social menace and atrocities against woman. Therefore, with the intention of checking any unwarranted interference by the members of such panchayats, who would resort to criminal threats by the members of unlawful assembly to secure obedience with illegal assembly, the Law Commission of India was assigned the task to examine the need to have a separate legislation to curb “honour killings” in cases of matrimonial choices. We expect the State to ensure that these institutions will not interfere with the choices made by men and women in respect of marriage, as emphasized by the Supreme Court.

The caste system is a annoyance practice in the country and definitely it is destroyed the atmosphere of brotherhood. Actually, it is dividing the society and the country when it is need of the day to be united and face the challenges

132 Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-12
133 Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-13
134 Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-14
135 Ibid, Chapter-8, Para-18
before the country. Therefore, in the national interest, inter-caste marriage is one of the appreciable step destroying the menace of caste system. Though, such alarming news are coming from some parts of the country that young couples who go through inter-caste marriage, are threatened or harassed with violence, or injury or attack is actually committed on them. In our view, such acts of harassment or threats or injury or attack or violence are wholly prohibited by law and those who commit or involved in such acts, must be strictly punished.\textsuperscript{136}

5.7. Role of Judiciary for the Protection of the Women against Violence on the Name of Honour in India

It is established that Indian judiciary and executive body is separated and it is independent body.\textsuperscript{137} It is the beauty and strength of Indian judiciary which has influenced and generate faith in the lives of common people. Where the Legislative body doesn't have matter or any reason that why it is unable to make a law to encounter a social menace. However, the Judiciary plays its role and acts as a guardian, alert watchman, champion, and strong supporter of human rights.\textsuperscript{138} The appearance and activities of these kangaroo courts have also not fugitive by the eye of the judicial system and the Apex Court, realizing the influences and scope of the malpractices harassments and killings exercised by medieval so-called Talibani courts or caste panchayats,\textsuperscript{139} has by its intervention, some extent, made efforts, to put grip on their functioning. Khap Panchayats are self-appointed or at worst elders mob-operated institutions that functions completely against the established principles of human rights or it can be said that their act is violating the criminal law. Above all It is a crudely

\textsuperscript{136} The Hindu, National, Inter-caste marriages are in national interest: court, July 08, 2006, \textit{Available at:} http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/Inter-caste-marriages-are-in-national-interest-court/article15734680.ece, (last visited on July 18, 2016)

\textsuperscript{137} Constitution of India, Article 50

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Daryao and others v. state of Uttar Pradesh and others} 1961 AIR 1457, 1962 SCR (1) 574

\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Supranote} at 6 (Report Submitted……)
or irregularly organized court, its operations shows biase controlled nature where they didn’t follow fair trial to hear them and imposed their mandates on the deprived couples or either of them. Thus, it is the fact that court of kangaroos and its trial in actuality is a fraud legal proceedings of court. These courts deny due process principles in the name of realism so that the term “kangaroo court” is used for them to reside the expression of judicial proceedings.

Such expressions consist of various rights of proceedings like right to get summon for witnesses, right not to be incriminate oneself, right to be part of cross examination, right to have control one’s own defense, right not to be tried on hided evidence, right to exclude evidence that is irrelevant, inherently inadmissible or improperly obtained as hearsay evidence, the right to exclude judges or juries on the grounds of conflict or partiality of interest, and most significantly for the complete justice i.e. the right to appeal. Ridiculously stating till now there is no right to appeal, the pronouncement of the khap panchayats is definitely unchallenged because the adjudicating power to pronounce and execute the verdict is vested by the heads of such kangaroo courts which are unproved and wild in nature. There continuous act without following law has made them bold and confident so they carry on with their inhuman and illegal adjudication as so called “justice”. The inhuman act of the khap panchayats on the name of tradition and honour have not gone ignored by the eyes of high courts as well as supreme court.

The Constitutional courts in India perform as the custodian and guarantor of the fundamental as well as human rights of its citizen. The Supreme Court, High Courts, and subordinate courts of India have played a

---

140 Ibid.
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142 The Judicial committee is basically a kangaroo court or kangaroo trial, by Cheetos, Available at: https://www.jehovahs-witness.com/topic/167835/judicial-committee-basically-kangaroo-court-kangaroo-trial, (last visited on July 8, 2016)
significant role in protecting the fundamental, Constitutional and Statutory rights of public or its citizen as the power given by the Constitution of India. Further calculating that from last decade the atrocities of threats, harassment, injuries and violence against young boys and girls who go through intercaste marriage, are increasing day by day it became necessary for the judiciary to combat the problem and provide the protection to the youths who want to get marry with their own choice because where the other organs of the state have been failed to give any solution of the problem it is the judiciary on which people have more confidence\textsuperscript{144}.

Markandey Katju and Gyan Sudha Misra JJ. On behalf of Supreme Court of India observed that Since many such information of atrocities are received regarding violence, harassment and threats against young boys and girls who performed inter caste marriages with their choice. Our country is on way of a dangerous halfway stage in our history, and it is not possible that this court remain quiet in the matter of huge public anxiety\textsuperscript{145}.

\textit{Smt. Laxmi Kahhwaha v. The State of Rajasthan,}\textsuperscript{146} It was the case initiated through Public Interest Litigation which was filed in the High Court of Rajasthan, Through The PIL it was requested the court to consider regarding illegitimate dictates of caste Panchayats on the vulnerable group of the society, especially on young girls. The court stated that these Panchayats had no authority anyway to pass any threaten order, cut off social relation, or impose any fine on anybody and more of all they have no any jurisdiction to violate the basic rights of an individual.

The Apex Court has again restated on the act of honour killing as brutal offence done in the name of honour cannot be allowed to go without punishment. In the case of \textit{Arvinder Singh Bagga v. State of U.P}\textsuperscript{147} the Court observed that the court have carefully perused the report and said that the court

\textsuperscript{144}Ambika Pant, Role Of Courts In Protection Of Human Rights, \textit{Available at:} http://ujala.uk.gov.in/files/issue%202/2Ch-5.pdf, (last visited on July 18, 2016)

\textsuperscript{145}Arumugam Servai v. State Of Tamil Nadu, \textit{Slp(Crl) No. 8428 Of 2009}

\textsuperscript{146}AIR 1999 Raj 254.

\textsuperscript{147}AIR 1995 SC 11
appreciate the whole judicial work done by the District Judge. The Court further stated that it was a complete inquiry by examining a number of witnesses to go into at the truth. In the considered opinion of the court the report was a fair one and it was deserves to be accepted. Finally the report was consequently accepted for further criminal proceeding.\textsuperscript{148}

In \textit{Lata Singh v. State of UP and Another\textsuperscript{,149}} the apex court observed: This case exposeb a shocking state of affairs. There is no dispute that the petitioner is an adult and was at all relevant times an adult. Therefore, she is free to marry anybody with her choice or live with anybody she likes. There is no restriction to an inter-caste marriage under the Hindu Marriage Act or any other law. Thus, we cannot see what offence was committed by the petitioner, her husband or her husband’s relatives.

The court held that no offence was committed by any of the accused and the whole criminal case in question is an abuse of the process of the Court as well as of the administrative governance at the instance of the petitioner’s brothers who were only irritated because the petitioner married outside her caste\textsuperscript{150}. The court distressed to note that instead of taking action against the petitioner’s brothers for their illegal and autocratic acts the police has instead proceeded against the petitioner’s husband and his family members. Since several such illustrations are coming to our knowledge of harassment, violence and threats against young men and women who marry outside their caste, we feel it compulsory to make some general remarks on the matter. Our country is passing through a crucial transitional period in our history, and this Court cannot remain silent in subject of great public concern, such as this one.


\textsuperscript{149}AIR 2006 SC 2522.

\textsuperscript{150}Supranote at 136 (The Hindu…..)
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The caste dividing system is a malpractice on the nation and the sooner it is destroyed the future. In fact, it is dividing the nation when we have to be united to take the challenges before the nation unitedly. Therefore, inter-caste marriages are in fact in the national interest as they will outcome in destroying the caste system. Nevertheless, more of the disturbing news are coming from a number of parts of the country that young boys and girls who undergo inter-caste marriage, are harassed and threatened with violence, or violence is actually committed on them and resulted to murder which are wholly illegal and those who commit them must be strictly punished.\textsuperscript{151}

India is a democratic, free and republic country, and once a person becomes adult he or she can marry with their choice. If the parents of the boy or girl disapprove of such inter-religious or inter-caste marriage the maximum they can do is that they can disconnect social relations with the son or the daughter, but they cannot commit or give threats or instigate acts of violence and cannot harass the person who performs such inter-religion or inter-caste marriage. Therefore, the court has direct that the police authorities or administration all over the country will see to it that if any major boy or girl who gone through marriages out side of caste or out side of religion with a major girl or boy with their choice, the couples should neither be threaten by any body nor subjected to harass or acts of violence, and anyone who gives such illegal and inhuman atrocities either himself or by their relatives, will be taken to the custody by the police or authorities with instituting criminal proceedings against such persons and further it will be start strict action as provided by the law.\textsuperscript{152}

The court further stated that sometimes we got information of killings of such persons who go through marriages of out side the religion or out side the caste of their own choice. There is nothing marvellous in such murder, and in fact its all nothing but shameful and barbaric acts of killing done by cruel,

\textsuperscript{151} Lata Singh v. State of UP and Another AIR 2006 SC 2522.  
\textsuperscript{152} Ibid.
violent and brutal minded people. These people deserve hard punishment and this is the only way through which we can stop such acts of barbarism. The police authorities have to watch concerned areas should make sure that neither the victim nor the spouse nor any relatives of the spouse are threatened or harassed nor any acts of atrocities are committed against them. If anyone is found guilty, he must be taken to the custody by the police or authorities with instituting criminal proceedings against him and further it will be start strict action as provided by the law\textsuperscript{153}.

The Apex court in the case of \textit{Arumugam Servai \\ & Others. v. State of Tamil Nadu},\textsuperscript{154} after observation stated that the court have got information about “Katta Panchayats” (its Khap Panchayats known as in Tamil Nadu) in last few years which often order, support or commit honour killings or other inhuman acts in an organized way on young girls and boys of different religion and castes, who desire to have been married or to get married of their own choice, or obstruct within their personal lives. Other atrocities against women within her personal lives is not permitted. The court further stated that it is our view that these atrocities and organization (\textit{kangaroo courts or katta panchayats}) are completely illegitimate and has to be forcefully root out. There is nothing honourable in honour killing or other violence against women and actually, it is nothing but shameful, barbaric, and cruel murder committed by feudal, cruel and brutal minded persons deserve hard punishment. Only in this way we can stop such acts of feudal, cruel and brutal approach. Furthermore, if these acts committed it will be count as the offender has taken the law into their own hands which is strictly prohibited\textsuperscript{155}.

Further the bench stated that, the caste system is a annoyance practice on the nation and more rapidly it is destroying the atmosphere. Actually, it is isolating the society when it is the time to be united and to face more of the

---


\textsuperscript{154} (2011) 2 SCC 405.

\textsuperscript{155} \textit{Arumugam Servai v. State Of T.Nadu} On 19 April, 2011, Available at: https://Indiankanoon.Org /Doc/1337458/, (Last Visited On July 17, 2016)
challenges for the nation building. Therefore, inter-caste marriages are indeed can be the greatest solution to destroy the caste system in the national interest. It can be used as the weapon against caste hierarchy where two persons married out side their caste. Practicing more and support this type of marriage also can remove one of the menace in our society i.e. “Dowry”. Though, shocking reports are coming from some parts of the country that young couples or either of them who go through such marriage, are threatened or harassed with cruelty, or cruelty is actually committed on them. In our view, such acts of harassment or threats or violence are completely prohibited and those who commit such acts must be strictly penalize\textsuperscript{156}.

Furthermore the court directed that if the parents either of the girl or boy reject their inter religion or inter caste marriage, they have maximum one thing to do is that they can disconnect social relations with the daughter or the son, but they cannot give any type of instigate or threat or commit acts of atrocity and harass the person who goes through such inter religion marriage or inter caste marriage with their own choice if both are adults\textsuperscript{157}.

In this case the bench of Supreme Court has direct that the police authorities or administration will see the whole country, if any adult girl or boy goes through inter- religion or inter- caste marriage with a man or woman with their own choice if both are adults, the couples are neither subjected to threats harassed by any one nor or acts of atrocity, and anyone who gives such threats or harasses or commits acts of atrocity either himself or by their relatives, against such acts of threats, harassments or atrocities which are completely prohibited, those who commit such acts must be taken action against him and strictly penalize by law\textsuperscript{158}.

In the same case Honourable bench issued special direction given to the police officials and administrative to take strong instrument to prevent such atrocities i.e. honour killing. The court ordered to institute criminal proceedings

\textsuperscript{156}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{157} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{158} Ibid.
against those responsible for such killings, if any such activities happened under their jurisdiction. Further directed the state Government to immediately suspend the Collector or District Magistrate and SP or SSPs of the district as well as other concerned officers and with charge sheet them and proceed action against them departmentally if they are unable to prevent such happenings (honour killing). If it has not already happened but they have prior information or if it has happened and they do not immediately detained the offenders and others engaged in it, must be initiate criminal proceedings against them it will be supposed to be indirectly or directly accountable for that crime\textsuperscript{159}.

The Supreme Court also stated that in number of state Khap Panchayat (non-judicial authorities) which often pass order or instigate to honour killings or atrocities against the young girls and boys of different religion and castes, who desire to have been married or to get married of their own choice, or obstruct within their personal lives is totally illegal and feudal practice. Through this land mark judgement the Hon’ble Supreme Court has directed different authorities to eradicate the caste system from the country and protect the victims of honour related violence\textsuperscript{160}. The Court further declared such kangaroo approached courts to be illegal, further directed the police authorities as well as the state governments to deal with them rigorously.

Again in \textit{State of U.P. v. Krishna Master}\textsuperscript{161} the Apex Court sentenced life imprisonment to the three persons found guilty of the honour killing who were accused of murder under section 300 of IPC. They murdered six persons brutally of the same family. The Court further said that they have almost finished the whole member of the family in the name of honour or insubstantial ground to keep false pride of the family must be amount to consider under rarest of the rare case by the court\textsuperscript{162}. The idea of rarest of the rare case is

\textsuperscript{159} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{160} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{161} AIR 2010 SC 3071.
\textsuperscript{162} Khap Panchyats, Adjudicating Cultural Dishonour?, by manbir_bhinder, Published on December 14, 2013, Available at: http://ncw.nic.in/pdfReports/ReportbyJamiaMilia.pdf, (last visited on July 18, 2016)
initiated by the Apex court deciding in the landmark case *Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab*\(^{163}\).

In the case of *Faiz Ahmed Ahanger and Others. v. State of Jammu & Kashmir*,\(^{164}\) the Apex Court had evidently held that the right to marry out of any religion or caste of the individual as well as couple without the permission of the guardian with their own choice seek police protection in case they fear harass, threat or any violence apart from the society or the families. The court further stated that In such cases of performing marriages out of the religion or out of the caste the Court has only to be noticed two things about that

(i) Majority- The girl is above age of 18 years, then in the matter of the court where the law considers her as a major accordingly Section 3 of the Indian Majority Act, 1875. An above 18 years person is believed major by the law to know what is in her or his benefit.

(ii) Desire- Then the court again directed about the desire of the girl that if a girl is major she can marry with her own desire with anyone. Neither any law can prohibit her desire nor any one can restrict it.

After observing the facts and circumstances the court said that no one shall be harassed, threaten, or commit any activity of atrocities or other illegal act on the victim or the members of her family and till next orders they shall not be detained in custody with the matter concerned. If these couples feel or suffer unsafe, they may consult to the police or authority and in such incident, the police shall provide security to the couples\(^ {165}\). If anyone is found guilty, he must be taken to the custody by the police or authorities with instituting criminal proceedings against him and further it will be start strict action as provided by the law.

*Jyoti Alias Jannat and Another v. State of UP and Others*\(^ {166}\) the Court held that According to section 3 of the Indian Majority Act 1875 a person is a

\(^{163}\) AIR 1980 SC 898, 1980(2) SSC 684  
\(^{164}\) 2009 (3) Raj. 692.  
\(^{165}\) Supranote at 6 (Report Submitted…..)  
\(^{166}\) 2003 (4) AWC 2844.
major who is 18 years of age provided under the Act. It is the presumption of
the law is that a major is aware of his or her wellbeing. Therefore a major has
right to move anywhere with anyone he or she choose and reside. India is a
democratic, independent and libral country. Therefore if anyone who is major
his or her parents cannot obstruct the right to life and liberty and that individual
cannot be anticipated from moving anywhere and reside with anybody. He has
all liberty to go through marriage as per his/her choice, and no one, even the
parents can’t use any mean to torture the either of couples. Under Article 21
personal liberty is incorporated as sole of the provision, guaranteed under the
Indian Constitution

Shiv Kumar Gupta Alias Raju v. State of UP and Ors In this case
Rani Gupta move to the court alleging her father was compelling her to marry
with a man she not liked. Then after she got into marriage with a person of her
choice, of her own free will. The Court agreed that Rani was a major and she
had to be given the chance to make her declaration to the court on her
preference. The court stayed the detention of her husband and held that Rani
Gupta must not be obstructed with her personal life and liberty provided under
the Constitution of India

In the case Pradeep Kumar Singh v. State of Haryana, the High Court
laid down the directions on the case of runaway couple and case is to decide on
complaints by the parents of the girl against the boy. Although, a large number
of cases of runaway couples have been decided by the Court but it was
necessary to deal this incidence with the directions (in other words):

1. when any clue is received by any means to the SP or SSP of that
   District in regards the marriage of a young couple with a danger and

167 Jyoti Alias Jannat And Anothers. vs State Of U.P. And Anothers, 2003 (4) AWC 2844, Available at:
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/387611/, (last visited on July 18, 2016)

168 Shiv Kumar Gupta @ Raju v. State of U.P. & Ors., 10 March 1999, Hon’ble Judges: Virendra Saran,
Procedure,1973 ,Section 83, Case Number: W.P. No. 908 (M/B) of 1999, Available at:
http://www.supremecourtjudgements.in/judgment?jid=35478, (last visited on July 20, 2016)
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a fear of encroachment of the privilege of life, liberty and freedom by relatives of one of the couple, the concerned SP or SSP will consider at privileged and will investigate the issue and will take action as suggested, (Punjab Police Rules-Chapter 21).

ii. On receipt of such intimation of marriage, the necessary orders must be delivered to that Station of the Police to make vital step as per law to enquire into the issue of such matter to deal the guardians of both couple. The issue with respect to age, consent of the young girl and objection of her relatives will be resolved. In the consequence of any complain of abduction or kidnapping having been received from any of the relatives of the girl. It is directed that the male (spouse) won't be detained till then the female (spouse) did not give the statement against him. Immediate detention of the male be avoided on the complaint by the guardians or relatives of that female but must be taken in to consideration as directed in Joginder Kumar's case\textsuperscript{171} by supreme court.

iii. The female should not be captured by police to be handed over to her guardians against her will if the female is above 18 years (major). Illicit force against the male must be avoided too.

iv. Private persons are not allowed to assault or harm the young couple to threaten or harass them. The initiative action must be taken by the police if such incidence happened against the couple.

v. If such incidence happened by the relatives of the couples, State authorities accordance with law must provide securities to the couples.

vi. For “Runaway couple” It will not be allowed to violate the Law. They must be prepresent before the SP or SSP of the concerned District.

\textsuperscript{171} Joginder kumar v. state of UP and others AIR 1994 SC 1349
vii. If there is suspicion regarding security to the couple which is informed to the SP or SSP, there is an anxiety or risk of violation of right of free movement or personal life and liberty, High court will be the last place to approach for remedy.

viii. To assured such marriages valid there is an authority constituted to provide certificate with effect of law as laid down by the Apex Court in *Seema’s case*¹ seventy-two in the concerned districts. The couple of alleged ‘run away marriage’ should make their marriage registered and get the according to the guidelines of the Supreme Court and a copy of the certificate should also be forwarded to the police authority along with the representations.

Nothing more said here above to avoid the immediate take into custody of a person who deceitfully lures a female with false guarantees and endeavours her sexually according to the statement of the female.¹ seventy-three

in the case of *Smt Seema v. Ashwani Kumar*¹ seventy-four, the National Commission for Women had submitted an affidavit to the Apex court regarding marriages and its consequences that it is need to make the marriages compulsorily register so there should be a legislation on compulsory registration of marriages which could be helpful to solve several matters related to women importance. The Commission is of the opinion that non-registration of marriages affects the most women. There are following issues (in other words) in support to commence the proposed law would be as:

(i) To check bigamy or polygamy which is illegal

(ii) To make the terror on the parents to sell their daughters to anybody or stranger, in the shadow of marriage

(iii) To ensure minimum age of marriage to prohibit child marriages

¹ seventy-two Transfer Petition (civil) 291 of 2005 /Supreme Court


¹ seventy-four Transfer Petition (Civil) 291 of 2005 /Supreme Court
(iv) To ensure the ceremony of marriage have done with the consent of the parties
(v) To empowered the married women to claim their right to reside in the matrimonial house and to claim their inheritance rights, maintenance and other benefits and privileges after divorce or separation
(vi) To make the terror on men after marriage not to commit any form of violence against the women, and
(vii) To empowered widows to claim their inheritance rights, maintenance and other privileges and benefits which they are entitled to after the death of their husband.\(^\text{175}\)

All the States should have frame rules for uniformity regarding registration of marriages to solve the disputes of marriages in the same way. As properly asserted by the NCW, in many cases lacking of registration made suffer the women. Registration of the marriage has evidentiary value in itself additionally it gives proof of the marriage solemnised and would give a rebuttable presumption of the marriage having performed. However, the registration itself can't be a proof of legitimate marriage by itself, and would not be the determinative factor about legitimacy of a marriage, So far, it has an incredible evidentiary value where the disputes regarding custody of children, right to conceive or born child from the marriage of the two people whose marriage is registered and to prove the age of the majority of both the party at the time of marriage.\(^\text{176}\)

In this way, it would be in light of a legitimate concern for the common people in the society if registration of marriages made compulsory, the motive behind the framing Section 8 of the Hindu marriage Act 1955 will be expressed


\(^{176}\) *Ibid.*
and utilized the words\textsuperscript{177} "the proof of Hindu Marriages". As a characteristic result, the impact of non registration would be that the presumption will exist towards the denial of the marriage for both the party.

Therefore, the view regarding marriages of all people who are citizens of India belongs to different religions must be made obligatorily registrable in their concerned States, where the marriage is solemnised. Thus, the Supreme Court has directed the following steps (in other words) to be taken by the Central Government and the States to make law as\textsuperscript{178}

(i) All the respective States should notified the procedure for registration within 3 months from date of judgement and make amendments in the existing Rules, if any and objections from the persons shall be welcomed before bringing the said Rules into effect. Further, the States should make publicity for due attention and awareness for the public and take the objections for 1 month from the date of publicity. On the expiry of the said period, the States should issue suitable notice bringing the Rules into effect.

(ii) The authorized officer under the law be appropriately approved to register the marriages. Matrimonial status (divorced, unmarried), the age, be written under. The reason of non registering marriages and providing false statement shall also be written according to the provided Rules. Unnecessary to include that the said Rules having empowered by this Court.

(iii) Whenever the Central Government made such act, having the same effect under this Court for its review.

(iv) The Learned legal practitioner of every States and Union Territories should also guaranteed and regard the directions should taken away instantly.

\textsuperscript{177} The Hindu Act, 1955, Section 8- “for the purpose of facilitating the proof of Hindu Marriages”

\textsuperscript{178} Supranote at 175 (Smt Seema v. .....)
The false registration of kidnapping charges on eloping couples is very well reflected in the NCRB data. Inspite of these states being lesser trafficking prone areas there has been a substantial increase of Kidnapping and abduction in these three states.\textsuperscript{179}

It is also appealing to note that the of In the case of Vivek Kumar @ Sanju v. The State Gov. of Delhi,\textsuperscript{180} the Supreme Court observed that It is alarming, a minor female (not crossed 18 years) falling in love with someone else is not prohibited by law. Neither falling in love with somebody is an offence under Indian penal law nor in any other specific law. It is also not an offence to wishing to marry with her loving partner. It has only two options available to a minor female, who is falling in love with someone, one is that after obtaining the consent of her guardian she should marry with her loving partner. another is she has to wait till attaining the age of majority having the age of 18 years and then she can exercise her right as a major to marry with her loving partner or her own choice if her parents disagreed or convinced with her step. Though, both possibilities will be applicable just when the home of her guardian where she is living in pleasant environment and she is permitted to live there without any query in that home and pass the time to get majority having the age of 18 years.\textsuperscript{181}"

The Apex court additionally stated that personal life and liberty is assured by the Indian Constitution (under Article- 21), is similarly available to major person as well as minors. Parents of a minor daughter have no privilege to marry her compellingly, against her will. Neither they have privilege to harass her nor to murder her, only for the reason that she wants to marry inter-caste or inter-religion. If the minor daughter age of 17 years, to protect herself from the assault of her Parents or other family members runs away from her parents house and reach to her loving partner or moved to go with him to get

\textsuperscript{179} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{180} Crl.M.C. No. 3073-74/2006 decided on 23.2.2007

\textsuperscript{181} Vivek Kumar @ Sanju And others v. The State Gov. of Delhi, Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/390627/, (last visited on 13 September 2016)
married is not an offence either for the act of that minor girl or the act of her loving partner\textsuperscript{182}.

*Fiaz Ahmed Ahanger And Others v. State Of Jammu and Kashmir*\textsuperscript{183} in this case the Honourable Court held that right to marry is essential part of the liberty, it must be consider under right to life as a fundamental right. The court has only to be satisfied about two things of inter religion or inter-caste marriage- (i) According to Section 3 of the Indian Majority Act, 1875, the law presumes a girl as an major when the girl is above 18 years of age, the law presumes a person major to recognize what is in her or his wellbeing, and (ii) The desire of the major girl, Then the court again directed about the desire of the girl that if a girl is major she can marry with her own desire with anyone. Neither any law can prohibit her desire nor any one can restrict it.

After facts observation the court stated that no anyone will threaten, harass or commit any acts of cruelty or other illegitimate acts on the victim and the victim’s family members and they shall not be take to the custody till next orders in connection where the facts of the case is already in question. If they feel fear or terror, they can apply now and then to the police and in such happening, the police must grant possible protection to all of them\textsuperscript{184}. If anyone is found guilty, he must be taken to the custody by the police or authorities with instituting criminal proceedings against him and further it will be start strict action as provided by the law.

*Aminder Kaur v. State Of Punjab And Others*\textsuperscript{185} In this case it was the matter relating to the Child Marriages. To prohibit celebration of child marriages, The Child Marriage Restraint Act, 1929 was enacted. Though, it was amended consequently in 1949 and 1978 for the purpose of marriage in order to lift the age limit of the female and male persons. The Child Marriage

\textsuperscript{182} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{183} 2009 (3) Raj 692
\textsuperscript{184} Law Resource India, National Legal Research Desk on Violence Against Women and Children, *Available at*: https://indialawyers.wordpress.com/category/honour-kilings/, (last visited on 13 September 2016)
\textsuperscript{185} CRM-M 29790 of 2009 (O&M)
Restraint Act, 1929 still prohibits celebration of child marriages. Though, it did not affirm them to be invalid or void, while there was a public outrage in the Society to check and present more impediment solutions by making harsh provisions to demolish the wrong practice of celebration of child marriages. The Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006 enacted in 2006. Section 2(a) of the act defines that if a male did not completed his age of twenty-one years and a female did not completed her age of eighteen years is “child”. Section 12 of the Act provides Marriage of a minor child to be void in certain circumstances, provisions should apply with full firmness in the case where the marriage has been solemnised who is child and a minor, is unsound in the eyes of law, must be declared as void.

the Court in this case observed as prima-facie that according to collected evidence by the police investigation, the girl found major, over the age of 18 years but yet at the same time while arguing for the sake judgment, it was declared that whatever the girl is the age of 16 years and 2 months is regardless to the obtaining the age of majority and has performed the marriage with her own particular decision or will, no offense is said to have been conferred. This Court had no circumstances to illustrate the provision of Section 12 of the Indian Majority Act. Thus, the ratio set down in this cases is not relevant.

In the cases of Lata Singh and Pardeep Kumar Singh the Apex Court already direct that the police authorities or administration all over the country will see to it that if any major boy or girl who gone through marriages out side of caste or out side of religion with a major girl or boy with their choice, the couples should neither be threaten by any body nor subjected to harass or acts of violence, and anyone who gives such illegal and inhuman atrocities either himself or by their relatives, will be taken to the custody by the
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Police or authorities with instituting criminal proceedings against such persons and further it will be start strict action as provided by the law. It is strictly ordered by the court that the girl should be protected she could not be the part of any atrocity so police protection has to be provided in accordance of law.\(^{190}\)

*Abdus Sabur Khan v. Union of India and Others*\(^{191}\) Honourable Justice Dipak Mishra while delivering the judgment on 10 December 2010 observed and stated that the court occasionally received the information of honour-killings of the persons who go through the marriages out of their religion or out of their caste of their own choice. It is nothing except murder in the name of honour only where there is false pride only. Which is consist of shameful and barbaric acts of killing of human done by cruel or brutal minded person who deserved hard sentence. Only in this way we can hamper the acts of honour killings\(^{192}\).

We may hasten to add though they said decision was rendered in a different context but we have referred to the same because their Lordship have their concern with regard to honour-killing and in the case at hand the apprehension expressed by the daughter before the competent authority of the Central Government speaks piquantly about the danger to life she would face if she goes back to her father in Bangladesh because of honour which the father harbours in a different way. The parental unwanted intervention in the lives of major children sometimes writ large. In the name of honour, apart from torture murder also takes place. Honour-killing cannot be countenanced in civilized society and more so in a body polity governed by rule of law, for right to life is sacred and sacrosanct. One may treat that it is an affair of honour and he would

---

\(^{190}\) *Aminder Kaur v. State Of Punjab And Others* CRM-M 29790 of 2009 (O&M)

\(^{191}\) LPA No. 878/2010 (Delhi High Court)

go to any extent for the cause of his honour but by such an idea he cannot have the feeling of a victor and the sufferer at his hand a vanquished one. India, is governed by the resplendent philosophy of the compassionate Constitution of India which puts life at the greatest pedestal and in such a system an arbitrary rule, the fashionable world of honour to commit offences or to trespass into others’ individual living is totally impermissible. The concept of social expulsion or suspension or even for that matter a perverse notion of self-respect cannot be countenanced. Ex consequential, we do not find any merit in this appeal and dismiss the same. Ordinarily, we would have imposed exemplary costs but we have refrained from doing so. We are disposed to think, a misguided father requires more of therapeutic treatment rather to face the burden of costs.\footnote{Ibid.}

the Punjab and Haryana High Court in the very popular \textit{Manoj Babli murder case},\footnote{Murder Reference No. 2 of 2010 Criminal Appeal No.479-DB of 2010 and Criminal revision No. 2173 of 2010.} stated that this is the 21st century, even in this era in our society such a shameful act of murder in the name of honour is committed. We observed that it is in fact a stain on the fine fabric of the Indian civilization. However, abduction is an offence in the eye of law but killing brutally of the offender is barbaric.\footnote{Punjab & Haryana High Court, Gurdev Singh v. State of Haryana, 11 March 2011, Hon'ble Judges: Satish Kumar Mittal, M.Jeyapaul, Case Number: Murder reference No. 2 of 2010., \textit{Available at: } http://www.supremecourtjudgements.in/judgment?jid=562771, last visited on September 20, 2016.}

The court acknowledged the issues in deciding the case and said that there is no any eye witness in this case, it is unfortunate. The proceedings of the prosecution is based on the circumstantial evidence in the whole case. The court reached at the opinion to assume assured facts of the circumstances presented by the prosecution. As we have furnished the decision in light of the circumstantial evidence, our conscience does not allow us to affirm capital punishment to the accused.\footnote{Ibid.}
The Punjab and Haryana High Court remarked on the completing the judgment that it is delay and lack of care of the investigating authority in finding proof and collecting evidences. It is a case of complete failureness of the investigating authorities then after law enforcement authorities where the police officers were protecting the young couple from the danger of brutal killings. It is very shocking through the inquiry the court got that the intention of investigation was to dispose the investigation and protect the accused rather than the young couple and leave a challenge before the society, which is not justified. A investigation team is consist of police officers to collect all the relevant evidence to help the court proceedings not to misguide or not to engage themselves in the crime.\(^{197}\)

Then the Shakti Vahini NGO had generated a writ petition\(^{198}\) in the Apex Court praying to debar the Khap Panchayats immediately, basically on the ground that they are the main factors for committing “honour killings” and they are performing as “extra judicial” or parallel to the judicial bodies. While hearing the petition, Supreme Court said that ordering women not to consume mobile phones or not to use it or to wear dress in a careful approach are such orders not socially retrograde, is an offence and warned that nobody can instigate a parallel court to harass young couples, whatever its dealing matrimony issues, it will be presumed as diktats or disobeying the law.\(^{199}\)

While hearing the PIL, The Supreme Court asked to the IG of additional police, DGP (law and order) and SP relating to khap adjudication, its dictates or its act as honour killing. All the police authorities declared that khaps are the group of elders so the people regards them and they follow their mandates in some issues but no any instance we got to connect with respect to honour killings. The police officers further said that it was their relatives who involved in killings of young couples who opposes gotra, caste or religion hindrances. The Court was surprised of why it was declaring “good character certificate”

\(^{197}\) Ibid.
\(^{198}\) Civil Appeal number 231/2010
\(^{199}\) Supranote at 6 (Report Submitted…..)
to the khap panchayats with affidavit by the police Heads of UP, Punjab and Haryana. Shakti Vahini filed the PIL in 2010, till now it was pending due to absence of the khaps before the court. In the middle time on January 14, 2013 the court ordered the khaps for representation and their answer to the petition 200. After then on 21st August 2017 Mr. Raju Ramachandran (Amicus Curiae) with Senior Advocate Mr. Gaurav Agrawal, submitted proposals to this Court on 20.11.2012. and expressed that there are sure advancements and many orders passed by the Apex court as well as all by various High Courts in the issue, which require an upgradation of the proposals which are submitted in the Petition. The Supreme court permitted the Petition with Upgraded recommendations submitted to this Court on 21 Aug. 2017 201.

Dilip Premnarayan Tiwari v. State of Maharashtra 202, in this case three convicts had murdered two people and brutally harmed two others and abandoning them for dead. The third victim later take back himself to harm more while seeing that the violence was in the manner of "honour killing". In the judgement the Court diluted the capital punishment granted to two of the offenders to sentence for life till completing 25 years of actual custody. The third was condemned to complete 20 years of actual custody. That these offenders were youth people who did not have criminal records it was the reason behind diluting their capital punishment 203.

In Arumugam Servai v. State of Tamil Nadu and Ajit Kumar and others v. State of Tamil Nadu 204, the Apex Court direct that the administration officials or police authorities throughout the country will observe that if any male or female who is the adult, performed their marriages out of the religion or out of the caste with a female or male with their choice who has also attained majority

200 Ibid.
201 Shakti Vahini (NGO) v. Union Of India (21 Aug. 2017), Writ Petition (Civil) No. 231/2010
202 2010 (1) SCC 775
204 2011( 6) SCC 405
The couples should neither be threaten nor be harassed or never be sufferer of any violence and anybody who gives such dangers or commits acts of violence either by himself or by his relatives, must be taken by the police action against him with charging or instituting criminal proceedings according to the law. The Apex Court directed the police and administrative officials to take hard steps to avert such atrocities. Whenever such mishappening occurred, must be charged and taken custody by police or start criminal proceedings against those who has committed such violence. Further directed the state Government to without delay suspend the Collector or DM and SP or SSPs of the district as well as other concerned officers with charge sheet and proceed departmental action against them if they are unable to prevent such violence (honour killing). If it has not already happened but they have prior information or if it has happened and they do not immediately detained the offenders and others engaged in it, must be initiate criminal proceedings against them it will be supposed to be indirectly or directly accountable for that crime.

In the case of Bhagwan Das v. State of NCT, Delhi, Supreme Court held that the ‘the rarest of the rare’ is special case for awarding death sentence and honour killing must comes under this principle so as to creat terror among such offenders. In the judgement again the Supreme Court held mandatory death sentence for the offenders of ‘honour’ killing and also directed for mandatory suspend the administrative officials and the police who did not prevent such crime. This pronouncement raised a voice against the caste institutions and also admired by the progressive group of Indian society.

In Re: Indian Woman Says Gang-Raped On 28 March, 2014 Supreme Court, based on the news item published in the Business and Financial News dated 23.01.2014 relating to the gang-rape of a 20 year old woman of Subalpur Village, P.S. Labpur, District Birbhum, State of West...
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Bengal on the intervening night of 20/21.01.2014 on the instructions of caste panchayat as punished to make cohabitation with a male of another community, by order dated 24.01.2014, took suo motu action and directed the District Judge, Birbhum District, West Bengal to inspect the place of occurrence and submit a report to this Court within a period of one week from that date. Mr. Sidharth Luthra, learned amicus having perused and scrutinized all the materials on record in his submissions had highlighted three aspects viz. (i) issues concerning the investigation; (ii) prevention of recurring of such crimes; and (iii) Victim compensation; and invited this Court to consider the same.

Delhi High Court (on April 2, 2014), in the famous Nitish Katara honour killing case maintained the life Imprisonment decision sentenced by the Trial Court accusing to Vikas Yadav, Vishal Yadav and the contract killer Sukhdev Pehalwan. An appeal by Katara's mother and prosecution pursuing for capital punishment to the convicts yet decision was pending under the High Court. The Delhi High Court (on Friday 06th Feb 2015) sentenced Vikas Yadav and his cousin Vishal Yadav to 30 years of life imprisonment in jail for the murder of Nitish Katara and one another man relating to.

Nitaben vs State Of Gujarat & others on 11 July, 2016

On noticing that the petitioners have married with each other, without the blessings of the girl's parents, because of their likeness, they are apprehending that they may become victim of honour killing. It appears that both the petitioners are neighbours and they belong to the same community. It is only the resistance on the part of the parents and the relatives of the girl, who

---


210 Nitish Katara murder case, Judgement, Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitish_Katara_murder_case, (last visited on September 23, 2016)

211 Special Criminal Application (Direction - Police Protection) No. 4782 Of 2016, see also- R/SCR.A/4782/2016,
are against such relation, which is formed by the petitioners out of their own choice.\(^{212}\)

Heard both the sides. Bearing in mind the fact that both the petitioners have married and they are apprehending threat from the community and the family of the girl due to such a step taken by them, a possibility of their being victim of honour killing also cannot be ruled out. In that view of the matter, here, it would be relevant to refer to the observations made by the Hon’ble Apex Court in the case of "Lata Singh v. State Of U.P." 2007 (1) GLH 41, in which reads as that the caste system is one of the annoying a practice and blot in our civilized society. definitely, this system has divided the nation and smashed the better it is the time when we have to face many of the challenges be united to show the strength as the national integration.

**Manmeet Singh v. State Of Haryana And Ors**\(^{213}\) on 20 May, 2016

Considering the nature of case and the poignancy of the situation, I went beyond merely ordering protection and sensing that it was a repeated theme in the State of Haryana, of parents or local khaps actively advocating against sagotra marriages as well as marriages outside the boundaries of respective castes, I gave some directions, constituted a special investigation team and called upon the police to report the progress and the steps taken in the light of directions given to prevent the recurrence of the festering problem of the honour killings. While I had disposed of the case on 23.02.2015, I had directed the matter to be called on 07.04.2015 to submit a report outlining the actions actually taken by the police for implementation of the guidelines given.\(^{214}\)

The Superintendent of Police, Sirsa had filed a report in Court and my brother Judge before whom the case was brought on 07.04.2015 had found that the affidavit did not address all the directions given to the police and directed a

\(^{212}\) *Nitaben v. State Of Gujarat & 4 others* on 11 July, 2016, R/SCR.A/4782/2016, Order, (Paragraph-3), Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/106871804/, (last visited on September 23, 2016)

\(^{213}\) C.M. No.2638 of 2016 and IOIN-CWP No.26734 of 2014.

specific affidavit to be given with regard to implementation of all the
directions. The police had pointed out to circulation of Standard Operation
Procedure (SOP) for investigation of cases relating to honour killing as alleged
to have been issued by the Director General of Police, Haryana. This,
according to the State would take care of every situation which this Court had
contemplated and therefore, there was no need to file the affidavit. At the next
date on 05.05.2016, the Sub Inspector Mr. Vikas brought to the attention of
Court that the challan had been presented against five persons and requested
the fact to be taken note of and also take into consideration the SOP issued by
the Director General of Police. At the next hearing before yet another brother
Judge, the State informed that the trial had already commenced and no further
directions would be necessary. The case was directed to be placed before me by
the orders of the Acting Chief Justice and at that stage, the petitioner at whose
instance certain directions had been given had filed serious objections to the
Memorandum of Procedure circulated and how deliberately the police had been
shielding certain persons against whom the petitioner had given tangible proof
of involvement in the murder of his wife but they had not been included in the
charge sheet and they had been left out of reckoning from being arraigned as
accused.  

About the directions contained already in the judgment to prevent
honour killings to include, inter alia, the investigation to be put in charge of a
Special Investigation Team and the entrustment to the officer not below the
rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police under direction supervision of the
Senior Superintendent of Police, I have no material to see whether this
direction was complied with. The reference to the Senior Superintendent of
Police in my order was only to take note of the grave situation that prevailed in
the State of Haryana in such like matters relating to honour killings and I
directed the Senior Superintendent of Police to have a direct supervision of the
evidence 6 of 12 IOIN-CWP No.26734 of 2014 brought before the trial Court
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and assist the court in every possible way to bring every one responsible for the macabre killing to book\textsuperscript{216}.

Honourable court further said that I depart from the case with the hope that the next honour killing is not reported and if there is ever one, the State machinery had 11 of 12 IOIN-CWP No.26734 of 2014 acted with adequate alacrity to bring the persons guilty of this abhorrent practice by swift conclusion of investigation and securing conviction in Court of law without losing time, take care of the couple and give protection and give adequate compensation when death or injury results to either of the couple. Any public spirited person may approach this Court if the State is found lacking in the initiative to put an end to the festering problems of honour killings and elicit from the State appropriate response for the suggestions given in this case through this order and earlier on. In the delicate separation of powers amongst the key functionaries of State and judiciary in the constitutional scheme, I make no attempt to rock the apple cart. This judicial exercise is an exhortation to just not the State executive and the legislature but also to the civil society as well, to get the act together to secure to themselves what they deserve; stem the rot of social evils by using law as an instrument of social engineering and trigger social reform through potent weapon of law\textsuperscript{217}.

\textit{Smt. Sheeba Bano And Another vs State Of U.P. And 3 Ors}\textsuperscript{218}. In the said case the Court also relied on the judgment of the Supreme Court in \textit{Bhagwan Das v. State}\textsuperscript{219} (NCT of Delhi), (2011) 6 SCC 396, it is opt to extract relevancy of the said judgment, as: To keep away from the atrocities of kangaroo courts, Generally the young boys and girls who fall in love and run away from their house and have to ask for shelter in protection homes or the police lines. The court had held in the verdict of \textit{Lata Singh case} that in the act of "honour" killing there is nothing "honourable", and it is nothing but cruel.

\textsuperscript{216} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{217} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{218} Writ – C. No. - 29589 of  2016
\textsuperscript{219} (2011) 6 SCC 396
and brutal murder by narrow-minded with feudal prejudiced persons. According to the court honour killings are very alarming act against the civilized society, deserving death punishment which must come under the category of the rarest of rare cases to identify it. It is need of the time to eradicate these feudal or cruel activities which degrades our unity and are blots on our country. It is very essential as anticipation for such disgraceful or inhuman practice. If some people who are intended or in preparation to commit the act of such killings, they should know that the law is behind him to vanish."

Virupakshappa Gouda And Another v. The State Of Karnataka And Another

In this case the deceased and his wife (the daughter of the accused-appellant No.1) were staying in peace away from the acrimonious community, but due to some kind of “misconceived class honour”, the vengeance reigned and awe for law went on a holiday. They thought that their perception mattered and as alleged, they put an end to the life spark of the young man. The choice of the daughter was allowed no space. Her identity was crushed and her thinking was crucified by parental dominance which has roots in an unfathomable sense of community honour. Though the lovers became fugitive, the anger founded on anachronistic values prompted the accused persons to annihilate the life of a young man. Consequently, the appeal, being sans merit, stands dismissed. As we have dismissed the appeal, the appellants shall surrender to custody forthwith and it will be the duty of the trial Judge to see that they are taken into custody."

220 Smt. Sheeba Bano And Another v. State Of U.P. And 3 Ors. on 30 June, 2016, Bench: Surya Prakash Kesarwani, Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/101346550/, (last visited on September 23, 2016.)

221 Criminal Appeal No. 601 OF 2017, (Arising out of S.L.P. (Crl.) No. 8781 of 2016)

The Court held that the perversity of approach by the learned Additional Sessions Judge, who has enlarged the appellants on bail, is totally unacceptable. It is reflective of sanctuary of errors. In such a situation, we are obligated to say that the High Court has performed its legal duty by lancing the order passed by the learned trial Judge\textsuperscript{223}.

\textit{Asha Devi Wife of Sunil Kumar Singh v. The State of Bihar}\textsuperscript{224}

The petitioner seeks bail in connection with Sheohar P.S. Case No. 113 of 2016 registered for the offences punishable under Sections 302, 201 and 120-B/34 of the Indian Penal Code\textsuperscript{225}.

The daughter of the petitioner was kidnapped and after her recovery, she was living with the petitioner and other family members and, later on, her dead body was recovered, which was identified by the husband of the petitioner and, accordingly, a case was registered and during investigation, it transpired that the petitioner along with other family members killed her daughter and it is a case of honour killing. Submission is of false implication and that no mother will kill her daughter. There is no legal and tangible material against the petitioner. The confessional statement of Anil Kumar Singh, who is devar of the petitioner, has got no evidentiary value in the eye of law. The confessional statement of the husband of the petitioner is also of no value and, as such, the petitioner deserves sympathetic consideration as she is suffering in custody since 19.11.2016. The learned APP opposes the prayer of bail by submitting that the statement of Avinash Kumar, son of the petitioner, was recorded under Section 164 Cr.P.C. wherein, he has stated that his sister Sweety (deceased) was taken away in Bolero by his father, mother and uncle and, thereafter, her dead body was recovered. The statement recorded under Section 164 Cr.P.C. of

\textsuperscript{223} \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{224} Criminal Miscellaneous No.4615 of 2017

\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Asha Devi v. The State Of Bihar} on 3 April, 2017, Patna High Court, Cr.Misc. No.4615 of 2017 (3) dt.03-04-2017, Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/62930031/, (last visited on May 03, 2017).
the son of the petitioner is well founded and, as such, the petitioner does not deserve bail\textsuperscript{226}.

In the facts and circumstances stated above, considering the allegation attributed against the petitioner, at present, I am not inclined to enlarge the petitioner on bail and accordingly, her such prayer stands rejected in connection with Sheohar P.S. Case No. 113 of 2016 pending in the Court of learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sheohar. However, the trial court is directed to expedite the trial and conclude the same within six months after taking the same on priority basis, failing which, the petitioner if at no fault, may be at liberty to renew her prayer for bail\textsuperscript{227}.

\textit{Virender And Anr v. State Of Haryana And Anr}\textsuperscript{228} on 6 March, 2017,

By this petition, two petitioners seek to be admitted to pre-arrest bail, having been summoned by the learned trial Court upon a complaint instituted before it alleging therein the commission of offences punishable under Sections 195/201/218/302/364/120-B/148/149 IPC, by the six respondents-accused therein, of whom the present petitioners are two persons, i.e. Virender and Suresh\textsuperscript{229}.

The background of the complaint is that the complainant is stated to be the brother of one Rupa alias Rup Singh, who was having an affair with his co-villager, Rachna, sister of respondent no. 1 in the complaint. On 12.09.2012 they were stated to have been found in a compromising position, upon which Rachna was allegedly beaten and insulted by her family members and as per the allegation made in the 1 of 6 complaint, she was strangulated by four persons, including her brother, and the present two petitioners. However, upon investigation it was found to be a case of suicide by the investigating agency and in fact FIR No. 355 was registered on 13.09.2012 against Rup Singh @ Rupa, Kanwar and Harveer. On 14.09.2012, the complainant (in the complaint

\textsuperscript{226} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{227} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{228} CRM-M-4854-2017 \\
case from which the present petition arises), received information to the effect that an unknown person was lying at Kishan Singh Hospital, Hodal, whom the complainant, upon reaching the hospital, identified to be the dead body of his brother Rupa alias Rup Singh. The complainant further alleged that having investigated the matter of own, he came to know that his brother Rupa was the seen in the company of three persons, i.e. the present two petitioners and one Jyoti son of Ajay, on 13.09.2012, at about 05:00 p.m. at the by-pass of Hodal. One Sukhbir is stated to have seen them all together. He further found that his brother had been actually admitted to hospital as a victim of a road side accident. However, as per the complainant, there was no sign of any accident at the site. He is further stated to have come to know that his brother remained unconscious till his death, and though one Assistant Sub-Inspector is alleged to have been requested to investigate the case at Police Station Hodal, he told them that the deceased had committed suicide after consuming poison as revealed by the doctor who treated him in the hospital at Hodal. Allegedly the complainant was also refused a copy of the MLR recorded at the time when the deceased was brought in an injured condition to the hospital. On an application having been filed by him under the RTI Act, the complainant was given a reply to the effect that the deceased remained unconscious and did not make any statement during the time that he was alive in the hospital. Thereafter, as per the FSL report also, it was stated that Rup Singh alias Rupa had not consumed any poison as no poison was found in his viscera (as stated in the impugned order of the learned trial Court)230.

In the aforesaid background, the trial court recorded that the contention in the complaint was, in fact, that the accused had first murdered Rachna on 12.09.2012 and had thereafter lodged an FIR with false allegations against Rup Singh and others, and thereafter, had murdered Rup Singh on 13.09.2012, making it look like an accident. Consequently, the trial Court, vide the impugned order, opined that it seemed to be a case of an 'honour killing' and
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therefore, there were sufficient grounds to proceed against four accused, including the present petitioners, for the alleged commission of offences punishable under Sections 148, 302, 364, 120-B read with Section 34 IPC, and as regards the 5th and 6th accused, for the alleged commission of offences punishable under Sections 201 and 218 IPC. Hence, all the accused, including the present two petitioners, were ordered to be “called through warrant of arrest through Superintendent of Police, Palwal for 30.1.2017231”.

Hence, this petition came to be filed on 13.02.2017, seeking anticipatory bail in the face of the aforesaid order of the trial Court. The matter has been adjourned thrice since then, asking learned counsel for the parties for placing on record the MLR and the DDR, which were thereafter produced before this Court and on 22.02.2017. On a contention made on that date that the complainant had been threatened by 3 of 6 the petitioners, and that he had made a complaint to the police control room with regard to the threat, learned State counsel had been directed to place on record any document with regard to the complaint made by the complainant. On 6th March, 2017, an affidavit of the Deputy Superintendent of Police, Palwal, has been filed by learned State counsel, to the effect that no complaint with regard to any quarrel with the complainant was received by the police in the months of January and February 2017. In fact, a statement of the complainant, Pappu alias Rattan Singh, has also been annexed with the affidavit, that no altercation had taken place with him and that he had not made any telephonic call or given any written complaint in that regard232.

On the merits of the petition seeking anticipatory bail, learned counsel for the petitioner has relied upon an order of the hon’ble Supreme Court, in Maninder Kaur and others v. Teja Singh233 (CRA No. 699 of 2000, dated 25.08.2000), wherein it was observed as follows-

---
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"Normally, when a case is instituted on a complaint, summons to the accused to appear in the Court and on such being appearance, instead of being arrested, he would apply for bail. Unless there are compelling reasons, the Court would allow the accused to remain on bail, at least till the charge is framed. Even after charge is framed, the situation would be reconsidered if necessary, whether bail should be cancelled or not."

Learned counsel for the complainant on the other hand has relied upon a judgment of the hon'ble Apex Court in *Singashan Singh v. State of Bihar and others* (2015) 1 RCR (Criminal) 786, wherein in the context of a protest petition-cum-complaint instituted in the trial Court, alleging therein the commission of an offence punishable under Section 302 IPC, after reproducing Section 438 Cr.P.C. as also paragraph 13 of the 4 of 6 judgment in *Gurbaksh Singh Sibbia and others v. State of Punjab*, AIR 1980 SC 1632, it was held as follows:

"The High Court, however, without appreciating the nature of offence and gravity of the accusations against the respondents herein has enlarged the respondents on anticipatory bail. In the circumstances herein, the High Court ought not to have granted the anticipatory bail at the stage of cognizance of offence, especially when the veracity of the same had not been investigated into by the investigating agency. Further, the High Court should have considered the conduct of the respondents in failing to appear before the learned Magistrate despite the directions by Sessions Court to that effect. Such conduct of the respondents creates reasonable apprehension in the mind of Court in respect of the bona fides of respondents and indicates their non-cooperating in the process of law. The aforesaid circumstances being writ large from the facts on record, the High Court could have directed the investigating agency to investigate into the protest-cum-complaint filed by the complainant and also, the private respondents to seek for a regular bail before the competent Court.

---
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Since that has not been done in this case, we take exception to the order passed by the High Court237.

Having considered the arguments raised on both sides and the background of the case, the situation that emerges is that an alleged "honour killing" of two persons took place, though as regards the girl, Rachna, the police had registered an FIR under Sections 306, 376, 506, 452, 34 IPC (against deceased Rup Singh and two others). As regards Rup Singhs' death, it is made out to be a road side accident; however, according to the complainants' case, it was also a murder that was attempted to be shown as a road side accident. Though, obviously at this stage, no custodial interrogation of the petitioners would be required, a criminal complaint having been instituted before the trial Court and not an FIR with the police, however, in the entire set of circumstances aforesaid, I am not inclined to grant them the concession of anticipatory bail and as such, I see no reason to entertain this petition. Consequently, it is dismissed. However, nothing said hereinabove will be taken to be any observation of, or indication by, this Court as regards the merits of the allegations made against the petitioners and their co-accused, which would obviously be subject matter of evidence to be led before the learned trial Court238.

_Vikas Yadav v. State of U.P_239

Constitution of India Articles 19(1) (a), 21, 25 and 15(3): Freedom of thought, conscience, identity and choice, including of person she marries, available to women: Freedom, independence, constitutional identity, individual choice and thought of a woman, be a wife or sister or daughter or mother, cannot be allowed to be curtailed, and definitely not by application of physical force or threat or mental cruelty in the name of the man’s self-assumed honour. One may feel “My honour is my life” but that does not mean sustaining one’s honour at the cost of another. That apart, neither the family members nor the

---
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members of the collective has any right to assault the boy chosen by the girl. Her individual choice is her self-respect and creating dent in it is destroying her honour and to impose so-called brotherly or fatherly honour or class honour by eliminating her choice is a crime of extreme brutality, more so, when it is done under a guise. It is a vice, and a condemnable and deplorable perception of “honour”, comparable to medieval obsessive assertions. In the present scenario of India this act is condemnable it is cruel as well as barbaric act. In above cases it is already The honourable court has stated that honour killing is nothing but murder in the name of false pride only. Thus, life imprisonment by trial court converted to minimum non-remittable fixed term of 25 yrs by High Court, held, appropriate in facts of present case.

_Vikram vs State Of Haryana_ on 5 April, 2017

It was submitted that both the petitioner as well as the deceased were students at the ITI Butana. They were known to each other. Reference is made to messages exchanged between the petitioner and the deceased on their mobile phones. These messages form a part of the challan/final report under Section 173 Cr.P.C. Learned counsel for the petitioner has vehemently argued 1 of 3 CRM No.M-6083 of 2017 [2] that the present is in fact a case of honour killing by the family of the deceased when they came to know about the friendship/relations between the petitioner and the deceased. It is submitted that in the Medico Legal Report (Annexure P1) issued by the Oscar Trauma Super Speciality Hospital, Rohtak it is mentioned that injuries were present on the victim's body. She was put on ventilator support after she was brought to the hospital on 19.07.2016 at about 1.30 p.m. She suffered a respiratory and cardiac arrest at 5.50 p.m. on the same day as per the said medical report (Annexure P2). However, in the post-mortem examination it is mentioned that no injury was found on the person of the deceased. In the final report under Section 173 Cr.P.C. (Annexure P4), it is mentioned that ASI Subhash Chand alongwith others proceeded to the Oscar Hospital, Rohtak and obtained a Ruqa

---
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and MLR bearing CR No. 7441 dated 19.07.2016 in respect of the deceased. As per the Ruqa, the victim was brought dead. There are material discrepancies in the prosecution version. It is contended that it is highly debatable whether the offences punishable under Sections 294/323/306/376/506/511 IPC are attracted in this case. The petitioner has been in custody since July 2016. He is a student. Therefore, this petition be allowed.

Learned counsel for the State submits that the cause of death of the victim is poisoning. There are clear-cut allegations against the petitioner. Thus this petition be dismissed. However, the medico legal report, post-mortem report as well as the messages on the mobile phones exchanged between the petitioner and the deceased are not denied. It is also not denied that the petitioner alongwith the victim were students at ITI Butana. The petitioner is not involved in any other case. The charge in this case was framed on 03.01.2017. Twenty three (23) prosecution witnesses are to be examined in this case. It is apparent that trial in this case is not likely to conclude in the near future. There are no allegations on behalf of the State that the petitioner is likely to abscond or that he is likely to dissuade the witnesses from deposing true facts in the Court, if released on bail.

Keeping in view the facts and circumstances as above but without commenting upon or expressing any opinion on the merits of the case, this petition filed by Vikram is allowed. The petitioner shall be released on bail pending trial subject to his furnishing requisite bail bonds and surety bonds to the satisfaction of the learned Trial Court. It is clarified that none of the observations made hereinabove shall be construed to be a reflection on the merits of the case. The same are solely confined for the purpose of decision of the present petition.
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Chapter 5  Legal Frame Work for the Protection of Women and Judicial Response to Honour Killings in India

The judicial attitude in deciding the cases of honour killing is very fluctuating and due to absence of any special law/provisions on honour killing the court in similar cases is pronouncing differently. It depends on the whims of the judiciary to put a particular case of honour killing either in rarest of rare cases or decide otherwise. This is the irony of justice in a country governed by rule of law. The judges are after all the part of the society and can’t be totally immune from the dominant trend of social thoughts. Cardozo has rightly observed that, the tides and currents which engulf the rest of men do not turn aside and pass the judges by.

5.8. Conclusion

Khap Panchayats and quasi adjudicating have deep impact over the villagers and very often upon the polite class similar to that the machinery of the State number of times unable to react on time to their unreasonable orders which is pure ridicule of rule of law. They often order gang-rape of a young lady in love with a man of other caste or they banned the use of cellular by youth girls, influence of the orders of khap panchayats is insightful on the places of their existence. The politicians to protect their vote bank often ignore the callous orders which shock the very ethics of cultured human being. Every Khap rules over villages which makes the Khap Panchayat so dominant resulting in making them leaders of massive vote banks which are competent of handling at the time of elections the power game of voters. These kangaroo courts has control over the peoples is a sign towards inability of the States or unwilling domineering role in these subjects.

Even though, a number of reasons are predictable to the uncontrollable rule of these Panchayats on the groups. However, decisively it is the lack of the State intervention which has led such panchayats to come forward in front with their own justice. Surprisingly, the rural persons support the inhuman decisions of the Panchayats, and due to such support, it is said that the panchayats have claimed that their decisions dived under the ‘personal Sector’ of that village. while investigating the crime in the name of honour is also seen reluctance on the part of the police or investigation agencies. We have to see if the state is considered to be completely behind the ‘personal Sector’, especially when such a withdraw has destroyed many innocent youths. Can the state depart its responsibility and the horrors of crime can be seen as a dumb and deaf witness?. When a young girl is murdered or ruined her body, it is an alarming question. Violence on the name of religion, traditions, customs, honour and culture, mostly for marriage represents one of the most disturbing forms of violence in India against women\textsuperscript{247}. The Constitutions of India imposed a duty on the State to recognize the right to life and personal liberty\textsuperscript{248}. The Constitutional provisions can be used to legitimize intervention, if there is political will on the part of government and accountability in introducing changes to normative standards that perpetuate or encourage violence against women on the name of forced marriage or marriage solemnized on choice. Cases in which the courts have been requested to strike down customary and religious law for infringement of the Constitution reveal the manner in which the courts try to balance conflicting rights, so as to achieve the core norms of protecting women’s human rights\textsuperscript{249}.

From the point of view of Judiciary it is clear that Khap Panchayats are illegal and Honour Killings are either murder or homicide which are henious

\textsuperscript{247} Supranote at 6 (Report Submitted…..)

\textsuperscript{248} Constitution of India, part III, Art.21 - Protection of life and personal liberty.

\textsuperscript{249} Daniel Latif and Another v. Union of India, AIR 2001 SC 3262.
crimes comes under the IPC 1860. It also violates Articles 14, 15 (1) & (3) 19, 21, 39(f), and fundamental duty to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women\(^\text{250}\) of the Constitution of India. It is against the various International Commitments which the Government of India has made in accordance to the CEDAW of which India is a signatory and has also ratified the convention. It is also against the sprit of UDHR and ICCPR. Though, the remarkable changes have taken place in the twenty first century, but discrimination and violence against women and girls remain steadfastly rooted in cultures in India. Indian society is based on patriarchal culture where women were considered as property. However present scenario has changed through the implementation of constitutional rights but still traditional mind-set has not changed that’s the result they are intended as property of men in their family irrespective of their religious group, caste, ethnic or class. Consequently, the owner of the property has the right to decide its fortune. The model of ownership has turned women into a commodity which can be exchanged, bought and sold\(^\text{251}\). Unfortunately, most religions of the world developed in patriarchal cultures, which were male centered, male dominated, gave men (as they presume) a sort of sole authority to interpret the texts and assume proprietary rights over the lives of women. To these men who are killing their wives, sisters and daughters, their honour is something very precious and priceless in comparison to the lives of the women to the extent of replacing their lives (killing) with the honour of themselves which is certainly not reflective of any religious and cultural teachings in the countries where honour killing is writ large. The outcome of this killing is

\(^{250}\)The Constitution of India, Article 51 A (e) , imposes a Constitutional duty on every citizen of India- to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people of India transcending religious, linguistic and regional or sectional diversities; to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women;

going to be disastrous for the coming generation in the era of globalization and where the governance is to be sustained on equality\textsuperscript{252}. 

\textsuperscript{252}Honor killing. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honor_killing, (last visited on May 8, 2017)
CHAPTER 6
THE PROHIBITION OF UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY
(INTERFERENCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF MATRIMONIAL
ALLIANCES) BILL-2011: AN ANALYSIS

6. Introduction

“Crimes of honour” is gender based violence against women deprive
the right to life, liberty, security as well as safety. The right must be free from
punishment, cruelty, harassment, torture, inhuman or degrading treatment.
There should be equal treatment in the family and should be right to equality to
have utmost attainable standard of mental as well as physical health. In the
broad sense of patriarchy ideology inspiring the crimes of honour. India is
constrained and obligated as a state party to make sure that all types of gender
based discrimination in subjects concerning to marriage and relatives of the
family are removed, yielding them with the equal right to marriage and to
choose their partner freely with their will or choice and then after enter into
marriage only with their free will or choice and full consent .This consists to
ensuring the informal decision making powers that to be operating on
traditional laws, for example the khap panchayats, are renounced from
imposing their dictats or orders, and snooping with the right of women to
choose their partner1.

As we have discussed in the preceding chapter 5 different Acts
and Schemes of the central government as well as state government to
empower the women of India. However, Up to now, there is no specific law to
deal with honour killings. The murders come under the general categories of
homicide or manslaughter. Sometimes the honour killings are also done by a
mob and so when a mob has carried out such attacks, it becomes difficult to

1 National Legal Research Desk on Violence Against Women and Children, law resource India,
Available at: https://indialawyers.wordpress.com/category/honour-kilings/ (last visited on September
29, 2016)
pinpoint a culprit. The collection of evidence becomes tricky and eyewitnesses are never forthcoming. But ‘Honour Killings’ are against International Law on Human Rights and against United Nation agendas. But still even though we don’t have any law to deal with it specifically in India but we have judicial precedence over it\textsuperscript{2}. There is a bill which is in the latent stage against the honour killings, which are planned to be introduced in the parliament sooner. Let us discuss the bill under following paragraphs.

6.1. The Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill 2011\textsuperscript{3}-An Analysis.

Now a days there is a growth of unlawful interferences by caste Panchayats that the Law Commission of India has propose a draft Bill. Supreme Court of India in its decisions has also highlighted the need to take actions to curtail such unlawful activities and bring in a culture of accountability. The effort of the Law Commission in this direction is creditable. The proposed draft by the Commission is a significant effort to retain continued attention on an evil which otherwise will vanished from public memory till the next incident happens\textsuperscript{4}.

The draft Bill aims to criminalise acts of groups against the freedom vested in every individual. Additionally, it seeks to affirm the right to family of an individual, which can be read within the penumbra of rights within right to life under Art.21 of the Indian Constitution. The Bill is perceived to be a social


\textsuperscript{4} Ibid.
legislation. It is therefore imperative to understand its repercussions on the target demographic, that is, family units. The ethics of the family should not be breached at the same time individual’s right shall not also be sacrificed. Creation of substantive offences and criminalisation as its necessary corollary will result in several oddities including less reporting of offences as individuals will be unwilling to report against their family members or persons in the neighbourhood, more so, when adversaries possess political clout. Even if, such violence or acts of threats form crimes under the Indian Penal Code 1860, however, it is essential to condemn such unlawful assemblies or gatherings. This Bill is as a result planned to control in the sprout and to prevent dispersing of repulsion or provocation to violence through such assemblies. The Bill is planned to compose special offences against such gathering or assemblies, in count to other offences under the Indian Penal Code 1860.

6.2. Proposed Changes To The Provisions Of The Bill

Section 1. Short title, extent and commencement

(1) This Act may be called the Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Act, 2011.

(2) It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir.

(3) It shall come into force in a State on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, appoint and different dates may

---

5 Ibid.
be appointed for different States.

Section 2. Unlawful Assembly

(1) No person or any group of persons shall gather, assemble or congregate at any time with the view or intention to deliberate on, or condemn any marriage, not prohibited by law, on the basis that such marriage has dishonoured the tradition, caste or community or brought disregard to all or any of the persons forming part of that assembly or the family or the people of the locality concerned.

Explanation: ‘Marriage’ shall include a proposed or intended marriage.

(2) Such gathering or assembly or flock shall be deal as an unlawful assembly and every person arranging or organizing such assembly and every member thereof participating therein shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of not less than 6 months but which may be extend to one year and shall also be liable to fine up to 10,000 rupees.

Suggestion: - Section 2(1) of the Act-

There it is used the words any marriage ‘not prohibited by law’. These words create grey area because law does not prohibit marriages even by minors, though it is punishable under the law. Therefore, this loophole must be remedied and the Act must apply to marriages and the like between consenting adults. Delete the expression ‘not prohibited by law’. The ambit of the wording remark ‘marriage’ should also be explained with live in relationships and the others similar to. The illegal act in section 2 is “gather assemble or congregate at any time with a view or intention”. This shows to recommend only meeting or gathering assembly or congregation in the

---

8 242Nd Report On Prevention Of Interference With The Freedom Of ... Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/3764069/ (last visited on October 11, 2016)
9 Supranote 7 (Prevention of ……)
10 Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)


physical space. This section should also have to concern the technological innovation and consist of efficient participation through social connections and the others alike. It should involve the participation both direct as well as indirect. The planned action in section 2 may not always be joint action. As it is talk about in the general remark above, if any coercion, threats or intimidation can appear about from inside the family or through any of the family member. Such type of act neither can stop the marriages nor can make any barrier regarding to perform marriages and in other hand no one could also be to compel someone to perform marriage. Hence, under the prohibited action as planned in section 2, such acts should also mention.

Section 3. Endangerment of Liberty\textsuperscript{11}.  
Any member of an unlawful assembly who alone or in association with other such members counsels, exhorts or brings pressure upon any person or persons so as to prevent, or disapprove of the marriage which is objected to by the said members of the unlawful assembly, or creates an environment of hostility towards such couple or either of them or their relatives or supporters, shall be deemed to have acted in endangerment of their liberty and such an act of endangerment shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term of not less than one year but which may extend to two years and shall also be liable to fine up to twenty thousand rupees\textsuperscript{12}.

Suggestion: - Section 3 of the Act –  
According to the proposed bill if any person suffers from ambiguity where it uses the phrases ‘creates an environment of hostility’ and ‘brings pressure’. These phrases need to be guided or explained, as they are very general in absence.

\textsuperscript{11} Supranoteat 7 (Prevention of ……)
\textsuperscript{12} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)}
Section 4. Criminal Intimidation

(1) Any member of an unlawful assembly who, with a view to secure compliance with the illegal decision of that assembly in relation to the marriage that is being objected to, indulges in criminal intimidation of the couple or either of them or their relatives or supporters shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term of not less than one year but which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine up to thirty thousand rupees provided that if the threat be to cause harm or injury of the description referred to in second part of Section 506 IPC, the maximum punishment shall extend to seven years of imprisonment instead of three years and fine extending to thirty thousand rupees.

Explanation: The expression ‘criminal intimidation’ shall have the same meaning as is provided under section 503 of the Indian Penal Code.

Suggestion: - Section 4(1) of the Act –
Not only must the Act prohibit criminal intimidation but also extortion. This is in light of various cases which have occurred where the family of the couple has been made to pay huge fines to the Khap Panchayat. There seems to be no section 4 (2), therefore the numbering of the section as 4 (1) is not necessary.

Section 5. Provisions of IPC remain unaffected
The provisions in Sections 2, 3 and 4 shall be in addition to and not in derogation of the provisions in the Indian Penal Code.

\[13\] Supranoteat 7 (Prevention of ……)
\[14\] Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)
\[15\] Supranoteat 7 (Prevention of ……)
\[16\] Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)
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Section 6. Presumption\textsuperscript{17}.

In a trial by prosecution under section 3 or section 4, if it is found that any accused person participated or continued to participate in such gathering of an unlawful assembly, the Court shall presume that he intended and decided to take all required steps to put into effect the decision of unlawful assembly including the charge of acts referred to in Sections 3 and 4\textsuperscript{18}.

\textbf{Suggestion:- Section 6 of the Act –}

There it is the word ‘participate’. Participation should be clear to represent not only indivisual as physical and mental presence but also financial and political other influence too. Also, it should include virtual participation in light of the increase in use of technology and the internet in form of Facebook, Twitter and the like. (Please also see the last suggestion for section 2)

Section 7. Amendment of Act 43 of 1951\textsuperscript{19}

(the Representation of the People Act,1951).

In the Representation of the People Act,1951, in sub-section (2) of section 8, after clause (c), the following ought to be inserted, namely :-

“(d) any terms of the Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly (Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Act, 2011”\textsuperscript{20}.

\textbf{Suggestion:- Section 7 of the Act–}

The intent of section 7 though commendable cannot be achieved if framed in the present manner. The amendment shall be made in the concerned enactment.

Section 8. Power to prohibit certain acts\textsuperscript{21}.

\textsuperscript{17} Supranote\textsuperscript{7} at 7 (Prevention of ……)

\textsuperscript{18} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)

\textsuperscript{19} Supranote\textsuperscript{7} at 8 (Prevention of ……)

\textsuperscript{20} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……)

\textsuperscript{21} Supranote\textsuperscript{7} at 8 (Prevention of ……)
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(1) Where the Collector or District Magistrate receives information that there is probability of gathering of an unlawful assembly, he shall, by order, prohibit the convening of any such assembly and doing of any demonstration towards the commission of any offense under this Act by any individual in any area specified in the order.

(2) The Collector or District Magistrate may take such steps as may be necessary to give effect to such order, including giving of proper mandates to the police authorities.

(3) The Collector or District Magistrate shall also take likewise steps as may be appropriate to ensure the safety of the focused on compliant to the illegal decision taken by the unlawful assembly22.

**Suggestion:- Section 8 of the Act –**

The bill Does not incorporate punishments for mistake on part of the police or other authority, which gets information about the said evil doings but fails to take suitable action. The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 has a provision of accountability. Also, the Supreme Court in *Bhagwan Das v State of Delhi* (decided on 9 May, 2011) has suggested to ensure accountability on the part of responsible office/officers. Addition of accountability element in the section may be considered. Further in this section in addition to Collector or District Magistrate, the Judicial Magistrates should also be given powers under the Act.

The ambit should be enlarged to include prohibitory and protective orders. Punitive measures should be resorted to when there has been a breach of such orders.

Therefore section 8 need to undergo a major overhaul, in the line of general comment made above.

**Section 9. Trial of offences under this Act**23.

---

22 Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report .......)

23
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure, all offences under this Act shall be triable by a Special Court constituted under a notification issued in the official gazette and the special court shall be presided over by an officer of the rank of Sessions Judge or Additional Sessions Judge.

(2) The State Government shall in consultation with the High Court constitute one or more Special Courts for the trial of offences under this Act and every Special Court shall exercise jurisdiction in respect of the whole or such part of the State as may be specified in the notification.

Suggestion: - Section 9 (1) of the Act –

Though, the provision for Special Courts is attractive, the strength of the cadre of judges to manage these Courts should be kept in mind before creation of such Courts. The Special Courts shall not be drawn from the existing cadre which itself is short of optimal human resources. Till the Special Courts are established the Sessions Courts may try the offences.

The phrase ‘unlawful assembly’ present throughout the Bill, creates vagueness as it is already defined in Section 141 of the IPC with its own requirements. Therefore, this phrase needs to be swapped with a neutral expression. Even the word ‘association’ may not be appropriate as an association has a feature of permanence, organization and administrative nucleus, which is missing in a Khap Panchayat or a motley crowd. Therefore, the most viable option is to amend Section 141 IPC to incorporate the assembly indicated in this Bill.

---

23 Supranoteat 7 (Prevention of …….)
24 Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……. )
Section 10. Procedure and power of Special Court\textsuperscript{25}.

(1) A Special Court may take cognizance of any offence, without the accused being committed to it for trial, upon receiving a complaint of facts which constitute such offence, or upon a police report of such facts.

(2) Subject to the other provisions of this Act, a Special Court shall, for the purpose of the trial of any offence, have all the powers of a Court of Session and shall try such offence as if it were a Court of Session, so far as may be, in accordance with the procedure prescribed in the Code of Criminal Procedure for trial before a Court of Session\textsuperscript{26}.

Section 11. Power of Special Court with respect to other offences\textsuperscript{27}.

(1) When trying any offence under this Act, a Special Court may also try any other offence with which the accused may, under the Code, be charged at the same trial if the offence is connected with such other offence.

(2) If, in the course of any trial of any offence under this Act, it is found that the accused person has committed any other offence under this Act or any other law, the Special Court may convict such person also of such other offence and pass any sentence authorized by this Act or such other law for the punishment thereof\textsuperscript{28}.

Section 12. Offences to be cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable\textsuperscript{29}.

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure, all offences under this Act shall be cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable\textsuperscript{30}.

\textsuperscript{25} Supranote at 7 (Prevention of ……)
\textsuperscript{26} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……..)
\textsuperscript{27} Supranote at 7 (Prevention of ……)
\textsuperscript{28} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……..)
\textsuperscript{29} Supranote at 7 (Prevention of ……)
\textsuperscript{30} Supranote at 8 (242Nd Report ……..)
6.3. Conclusion

The Bill is a reaction to a despicable phenomenon and the legislative response is to criminalise the action. The experience of Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and the abysmal level of its performance should teach us a lesson or two in the making of this enactment. The law should be capable of achieving the objectives it intends to. It should be verified to see whether it is capable of realising the proposed objectives\(^{31}\).

Regarding the proposed law it submitted that the Bill needs to focus more on prohibiting acts rather than punishing them. As this is a piece of social legislation, it will be very difficult to implement it if its emphasis is on criminalisation. Social legislations which have been proved to be effective focused on prohibition rather than criminalising. The colonial experience in Bengal by which Satis and Female infanticide could be considerably reduced offer models for emulation. It was through a concerted action of the administration supported by law that success could be achieved\(^ {32}\). The method was intense, whenever there was a death of a male member, appropriate authorities cause to send officials both police and administrative to make sure that sati is not performed by overseeing the funeral. These were measures taken at the grass root level and were so effective that the number of incidents of sati reduced drastically. Female infanticides were controlled by periodical visits by the local authorities to assess the well being of the girl child born when information is passed on by designated authorities\(^ {33}\).

The phrase ‘unlawful assembly’ present throughout the Bill, creates vagueness as it is already defined in Section 141 of the IPC with its own requirements. Therefore, this phrase needs to be swapped with a neutral expression. Even the word ‘association’ may not be appropriate as an

\(^{31}\) Supranote at 3 (The Prohibition…..)

\(^{32}\) P. Ishwara Bhat, Law and Social Transformation, Eastern Book Company, 1st Edn., 2009, at page 102-106

\(^{33}\) Supranote at 3 (The Prohibition…..)
association has a feature of permanence, organization and administrative nucleus, which is missing in a Khap Panchayat or a motley crowd. Therefore, the most viable option is to amend Section 141 IPC to incorporate the assembly indicated in this Bill.\textsuperscript{34}

The terms provided under this proposed Bill are very similar to the terms provided under Indian Penal law. All the possibilities have been applied to see that there is no repetition or in same meaning with the terms provided under the Indian penal code. In additional it can be said, the wrongful act against the law except those acts which specifically covered under this proposed Bill, 2011, are punishable under the Indian penal code 1860.\textsuperscript{35}

This model can offer some guidelines. District authorities on receipt of information or suo motu may initiate actions to prevent prohibited activities declared by law. On intervention by court, prohibitory orders and wherever necessary protection orders should be issued. However, there should be strict secrecy over names and identity of the persons giving such information. There is need to establish fast track court through this legislation for providing speedy justice. Special cells should be created for spreading awareness about the procedure. Also, these cells would act as more approachable bodies for the victims to discuss the problems and avail assistance to lodge complaints. Cooption of non-governmental sector could be adopted.\textsuperscript{36}

In light of the ostracism faced by such couples and their families, there could be economic schemes devised to help the victims to rebuild their lives. This will incorporate curative aspect in the Bill. Institutional support systems in the line of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005, and the Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act, 2007 could be incorporated. The Bill does not provide for witness protection, which is

\textsuperscript{34} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{36} Supranote at 3 (The Prohibition…..)
very important due to societal pressure that exists with regard to these offenses. Protection to whistleblowers also should be considered. The Bill must not only prohibit breaking of marriages but also address forced alliances\textsuperscript{37}.

We should hope this proposed bill, 2011 with certain recomended amendments can curb the Honour Killing as well as Khap Panchayats by which legal and constitutional rights can be implement with harmony in the society.

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Ibid.}
Chapter 7
7. Concluding Remarks

In the present society there have seen various changes in the mindset of the people regarding their beliefs and faith towards the traditional concept of marriage and other social relationships. It has also presented many difficulties to the traditional laws on which our Indian laws are based. The problem of Honour killings is at the top among the current challenges. The major task to the law exists in finding a correct harmony between the two clashing rights or interests, on one hand from perspective of the traditions and then again from the perspective of basic human rights. Any hasty conclusion in this field might be dangerous to the interests of one or other area.¹

Search for a balanced harmony between the basic human rights and the aged old traditions has brought about deliberate endeavours both at the national and global levels.

The biggest question is how to curb these khap panchayats and their decisions on honour killing.

Keeping in mind the flaws of the present policies regarding the above issue, this final chapter of the thesis briefs out the conclusion of the research and suggestions for a different approach to deal with the nature, structure, functioning of Khap Panchayats, their role and relevance in contemporary society with special reference on social issues especially in the light of honour killings.

¹ Samarth Trigunayat, Inter-Caste & Inter-Religious Marriages: Social And Legal Issues, CNLU, Academike, ISSN: 2349-9796, Available at: https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/inter-caste-inter-religious-marriages-social-legal-issues/, (last visited on January 1, 2017)
7.1. Conclusion

In the course of the research work, the researcher has reached to the following findings:

In India, The Constitution of India is the supreme legislation of the land. It guaranteed Right to life, liberty, security, and so many other fundamental rights to the people and its citizens (men and women both) on the principle of equality. but it does not speak anything about right to marry for the reason that India is a land of diverse cultures and religions and part III of the Constitution\(^2\) confers Right to Freedom of Religion, Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion to the persons.\(^3\) Not only in India but in most of the Countries in word, Marriage is considered as a religious practice and each religion has its own traditional practice and standards to regulate the practice of marriage. These traditional practice and standards are recognized as personal laws, such as Hindu Personal Law, Muslim Personal Law, etc. Therefore in India marriages are governed by the personal laws\(^4\).

---

\(^2\) The fundamental rights in The Indian Constitution have been grouped under seven heads as follows: (i) right to equality, (ii) right to freedom, (iii) right against exploitation, (iv) right to freedom of religion, (v) cultural and educational rights, (vi) right to property (very much diluted) and (vii) right to constitutional remedies, see also- M.P. Jain, Indian Constitutional Law, Lexis Nexis Butterworth Wadhwa, Nagpur, Publication, 6\(^{th}\) Edn. 2010.

\(^3\) The Indian Constitution Article 25 provides that (1) Subject to public order, morality and health and to the other provisions of this Part, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right freely to profess, practise and propagate religion. (2) Nothing in this article shall affect the operation of any existing law or prevent the State from making any law— (a) regulating or restricting any economic, financial, political or other secular activity which may be associated with religious practice; (b) providing for social welfare and reform or the throwing open of Hindu religious institutions of a public character to all classes and sections of Hindus. Explanation I.—the wearing and carrying of kirpans shall be deemed to be included in the profession of the Sikh religion. Explanation II.—In sub-clause (b) of clause (2), the reference to Hindus shall be construed as including a reference to persons professing the Sikh, Jaina or Buddhist religion, and the reference to Hindu religious institutions shall be construed accordingly.

Though, in India, the marriages are governed by the personal laws but no personal law illegalizes marriage between male and female on the grounds of its being saogatra and inter-caste. Even inter-religious marriages are also legalise in India by The Special Marriage Act 1954. Woman who is a major and is at all relevant times a major at the age of 18, is has choice to marry or to live with anyone she loves. There is no restriction under the Hindu Marriage Act 1955 or any other laws to an inter-caste marriage in India. India is a republic, democratic and free country, whenever a person hold the major age of 18, he or she is free to marry with his/ her own choice. If the guardians of the male or female do not agree of such such inter- religious or inter-caste marriage, the utmost they can do boycott personal relationships with their daughter or the son, but they can’t give intimidation or execute or prompt acts of violence and cannot harass the person who choose such inter- religious or inter-caste marriage. Such acts of harassment or threats or violence are completely prohibited. However the principle of consent which is essential in almost in all the religions for a valid marriage is not being fully observed and

5 Marriage between two Hindu’s is govern by the Hindu marriage act 1955. The Act prescribed certain essential requisites for a valid Hindu marriage. Section 5 explained valid consent, The bridegroom attained the age of 21 years and the bride the age of 18 years, degrees of prohibited relationships, Under the Muslim personal Law, Marriage (Nikah) is a contract based on mutual consent. Consent of parties is must for a valid marriage. Any person who is of sound mind and has attained puberty can marry to any Muslim. The marriage will be void, if there is no consent. A minor and insane (lunatic) who has not attained puberty can be validly contracted in marriage by their respective guardians. The marriage shall be deemed complete if performed having witnesses as per Islamic Law. Marriage under Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872 is in the nature of contract and hence there should be a free and voluntary consent between the parties. When there is a minor, as defined in the Act, the consent of father or guardian is necessary. Marriage is not permissible between the parties who are within the prohibited degrees of relationship as per the provision of section 19 of the Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872. There is no legal impediment for marriage between a Catholic and a Protestant

6 The Central Government had enacted an Act to provide marriage a special form i.e. The Special Marriage Act 1954, for any person in India and all Indian nationals lives in foreign

7 Hindu Marriage Act 1955, Section 5 (ii) provisions regarding consent, Under the Muslim personal Law, The marriage will be void, if there is no consent. A minor and insane (lunatic) who has not attained puberty can be validly contracted in marriage by their respective guardians. Marriage under Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872 is in the nature of contract and hence there should be a free and voluntary consent between the parties. When there is a minor, as defined in the Act, the consent of father or guardian is necessary.
followed thereby violating this by iron clad practice of "male-controlled marriages"

Despite universally recognized rights, the issue of women rights often causes uneasy discussions, worldwide. Though the remarkable changes have taken place in the twenty first century, but discrimination and violence against women and girls remain steadfastly rooted in cultures around the world. India is no exception of it. The concept of women's rights is not culturally relevant to deeply patriarchal societies. Inter caste marriages, marriages within the village and even same gotra and intra-gotra marriages are not illegal and uncommon in India. Simultaneously, such marriages are treated as inbreeding in certain areas of India, and among certain castes.” There is no law that bars two adults from the same 'gotra' marrying each other, but society sometimes do not accept this. The groom or the bride is killed for marrying someone from a lower caste. Such killings happen in order to save the honour of the caste, community or family. Most "honour killings" in India target young couples who dare to marry outside their caste and are killed by relatives in an attempt to protect the family's reputation Secretary General of National Human Rights


9 The marriages which the Hindu Marriage Act 1955 prohibits are between sapindas and prohibited relationships. Two persons are said to be sapindas to each other if one is a lineal ascendant of the other within the sapinda relationship, or if they have a common lineal ascendant who is within the limits of sapinda relationship with reference of each of them. As defined under section 3 (g) of the Hindu marriage Act 1955, degrees of prohibited relationship is as follows - two persons are said to be within the "degrees of prohibited relationship"-- (i) if one is a lineal ascendant of the other; or (ii) if one was the wife or husband of a lineal ascendant or descendant of the other; or (iii) if one was the wife of the brother or of the father's or mother's brother or of the grandfather's or grandmother's brother of the other; or (iv) if the two are brother and sister, uncle and niece, aunt and nephew, or children of brother and sister or of two brothers or of two sisters;

10 Harpreet Singh (28) and his wife Amandeep Kaur (25) found brutally murdered at their house in Kiran Nagar, Ludhiana, Punjab in January 2005, because she married of her own choice and outside her caste, Honour killing shocks Ludhiana’, Hindustan Times.com, 11 January, 2005; Sushma Tiwari, a UP Brahmin and her husband Prabhu Nochil, a Malayali killed by her brother and his accomplices in May 2004 in Vasai, Maharashtra,3 to hang for 'honor killings” 2006, The Times of India, 9 September , (2006); Rohtas Kumar, a Dalit from Jhajjar in Haryana narrated how his community was ostracised and humiliated by upper caste Jats after two Jat girls eloped with a Dalit youth. He said that even though it was clear to everyone that the girls had eloped on their own, a case of kidnapping was registered. Tension ensued in the village as the Jat caste panchayat announced a public boycott of the Dalits. Essential supplies were denied to them; they were even forbidden to draw water from
Commission Mr. K. S. Money said, "Honour killings are most dishonourable. It is the worst form of discrimination against women. Honour killings are manifestations of a disease which can be seen in the form of dowry, discriminations, foeticide\textsuperscript{11}."

Honour Killings are heinous crimes. It is nothing but homicide and murder only in the name of honour under the Indian Penal Code 1860. It also violates Articles 14, 15 (1) & (3), 19, 21, 39(f), and fundamental duty to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women\textsuperscript{12} of the Constitution of India. It is against the various International Commitments which the Government of India has made in the CEDAW of which India is a signatory and has also ratified the convention. It is also against the spirit of UDHR and ICCPR. Though the remarkable changes have taken place in the twenty first century, but discrimination and violence against women and girls remain steadfastly rooted in cultures in India\textsuperscript{13}.

"Females are still measured as belonging to the men in their family irrespective of their class, ethnic or religious group. The owner of the property has the right to decide its fate. The concept of ownership has turned women the village well. The girls who were found later by the villagers were brought back to the village and killed within a day. The study, commissioned by National Commission for Women (NCW), also found that 72 per cent of the 326 cases documented over the past one year involved couples that entered into inter-caste marriages, The Times of India, Daily news paper, Lucknow, 9 July, 2010, p,1; a woman who married a Dalit man, was later killed by own family members in Rajasthan; and in Feb. 2004, a 50-year-old Haryana woman, a Dalit, expressing they had no direction to do such, and none was expected, US Department of State 2005, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices – India, 28 February. \textit{Available at:} http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/ 2004/41740.htm (last visited on January 3, 2016)

\textsuperscript{11} Report of the Committee on Amendments to Criminal Law, by Justice J. S. Verma (Retd ) chairman of committee, Justice Smt. Leila Seth (Retd ) (Member), Gopal Subramanium (Member), Chapter-8, Para-3, Full text of the report by the Committee constituted to suggest amendments in laws for sexual crimes which was submitted to the Ministry of Home Affairs, published- Gov. of India, January 23, 2013.

\textsuperscript{12} The Constitution of India, Article 51 A(e) - imposes a Constitutional duty on every citizen of India to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people of India transcending religious, linguistic and regional or sectional diversities; to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women;

\textsuperscript{13} Urmila Bhardwaj, Nothing Honourable in "Honour Killing" A Social Stigma, (legal Services India, print article), Published on October 29, 2014, \textit{Available at:} http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/print.php?art_id=1721, (last visited on July 8, 2016)
into a commodity which can be exchanged, bought and sold\textsuperscript{14}.” Unfortunately, most religions of the world developed in patriarchal cultures, which were male centered, male dominated, gave men (as they presume) a sort of sole authority to interpret the texts and assume proprietary rights over the lives of women. To these men who are killing their wives, sisters and daughters, their honor is something very precious and priceless in comparison to the lives of the women to the extent of replacing their lives (killing) with the honour of themselves which is certainly not reflective of any religious and cultural teachings in the countries where honour killing is writ large. The outcome of this killing is going to be disastrous for the coming generation in the era of globalization and where the governance is to be sustained on equality\textsuperscript{15}.

Only a legally constituted body that is judiciary has the right to adjudicate the offenses committed by the citizens. The constitution of India gives this power to judiciary but the 'khap panchayats violated the law of the land. The Supreme Court of India called these 'Khap Panchayats' as Kangaroo Courts or Katta Panchayats\textsuperscript{16}. In the name of khap a particular segment of persons where they declared themselves as god father of the society and the culture. They carry on their rigid and unreasonable cutom and forced to follow, on result of disregard they penalyse the dooer, additionally they never accept and look to the growing culture or modern concept of neighborhood. There are so many instances in the news where these illegitimate caste based panchayats have overtly explained their commands to rule the society by issuing illegal diktats has broadened complex\textsuperscript{17}. Although the khap panchayat or caste panchayat is not a well-known institution throughout the Indian States, as many believe, but is confined to a particular regions or states, such as Haryana,

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{15}Honor killing, Wikipedia, Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honor_killing, (last visited on May 8, 2016)
\item\textsuperscript{16}Arunugam Servai v. State of Tamil Nadu (2011) 6 SCC 405 and Ajit Kumar and others v. State of Tamil Nadu, (2011) 6 SCC 405
\item\textsuperscript{17}Human Rights Watch 2006, India – World Report, 18 January , Available at: http://www.hrw.org/english/docs/2006/01/18/india12272.htm, (last visited on May 7, 2016)
\end{itemize}
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Himachal and other north India states. The government has failed to eradicate prejudice, particularly in rural areas. Caste Panchayats, or caste-based village councils, extra judicially punish inter-caste marriages with public lynching of couples or their relatives, murder of the bride or the groom, rape, public beatings, and other sanctions.\textsuperscript{18} Harassment on young boys and girls, progressive-minded people and S.C. (Dalits) have become common\textsuperscript{19}. There is a wide spread consciousness that all marriages based on choice between young couples are based on close sexual relations (incestuous). Actually the khaps are against the right to marry with their choice based partner. The actual objective is to control women's sexuality to make certain that goods remains within the male dominance caste sphere. An illogical message was announced by the *khap*: that the young boy and girl have dishonoured the tradition of not to marry in the nearest village as it build the element of brotherhood. Along with the several cases of khaps delivered command in Asanda, Dharana, Hadaudi, Jaundhi, Ludana, Maham-kheri, Singhwal, and in other areas, the wedded couples were declared as brothers and sisters, and families made to suffer excommunications and furthermore, banning communications and relations from their villages. It is estimated through the news that every year approximately hundreds of married couples are murdered, asked to break their marriage, asked to leave the village, and forced to accept each other as brother-sister, displayed or paraded open body i.e. naked, and painted black their faces by their families in command to retain or regain ‘family honour’, on the derogate instructions of ‘Khap Panchayat’. ‘The sarv khap panchayat’ also stated for boycott from the society of persons who raise their voice against these caste panchayats\textsuperscript{20}.

After the decision of Manoj- Babli case a Maha Khap Panchayat was demanded that the government should amend the Hindu Marriage Act 1955 to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} *Ibid.*
\item \textsuperscript{19} The Hindu, Khap panchayat signs of desperation ?, Jagmati Sangwan, May 7, 2010, UPDATED: NOVEMBER 12, 2016 editorial page. Available at: http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/Khap-panchayat-signs-of-desperation/article13796344.ece, (last visited on December 1, 2016)
\item \textsuperscript{20} Karela Fry, ‘khap panchayat’, Alternative constitutions, Apr 20, 2011, Available at: https://oakblue.wordpress.com/tag/khap-panchayat/, (last visited on December 1, 2016)
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
facilitate a ban on marrying from the ‘same gotra.' the Khap Panchayats also demanded that the Hindu Marriages Act should be amended to ban ‘same village' marriages and disallow the recognition given by the Arya Samaj to the weddings of “eloping couples” conducted in temples. These khap Panchayats acquired such a sturdy position that none can dare to go against them. Even regional and national political parties do not condemn these honour killings or the illegal acts of khap reason being that these political parties are favoured by the khap Panchayats during elections.

Due to the illegal intervention of community/ religions/ castes assemblies in the name of ‘Khap Panchayats’ in matrimonial matters, and increasing horrible incidents of these killings and other crucial crimes practiced against persons wedding or intending to wed commonly called sagotras or inter religions, inter castes or outside their community. There is a noise and shed tears for making a separate law to protect young couples from Honour killings to the amount of amending Section 300 of I.P.C. by way of amending to insert namely ‘Honour Killing’ as murder and shifting the onus to the accused. The Supreme Court also issued notices to the Centre and nine States on a PIL seeking directions to the Union government to make law to protect young couples from Honour killings. A vacation bench comprising Justices R. M. Lodha and A. K. Patnaik issued notices on a petition filed by an NGO Shaktivahini alleging that young couples who dare to defy their families or

---

24 Gyanant Singh, Honour killing: Definition of murder not to be altered, The law commission of India says there is no need for introducing a provision for the so-called honour killings in Section 300 of the Indian Penal Code, New Delhi, January 22, 2012, Available at: http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/honour-killing-definition-of-murder-indian-penal-code/1/170068.html, (last visited on January 9, 2016)
Khap Panchayat in the matter of marriage are under constant threat from them.25

The then law minister M. Veerappa Moily replied A day after the Supreme Court issued notice to centre and states government that We have already finalised a draft and Government has drafted a bill “The Prohibition Of Unlawful Assembly (Interference With The Freedom Of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill” 2011, and also proposed to include a clause under Section 300 of the Indian Penal Code to deal exclusively with honour killings, but however this bill could not become law yet. The Law Commission observed that the present terms in the Indian Penal Code are sufficient enough to deal with the circumstances to explicit acts of killing or causing physical harm to that individual who purportedly diminished the pride of the community or caste. The reason behind murdering the individual does not grant the justification to make a separate provision in IPC, section 300, perhaps, the addition of such clause may create inaccuracy and interpretational complexity.28

The Constitutional courts in India act as the custodian and guarantor of the fundamental as well as human rights of its citizen. The Supreme Court, High Courts, and subordinate courts of India have played a significant role in protecting the fundamental, Constitutional and Statutory rights of public/its citizen as the power given by the Constitution of India. Since the crime of threats, harassment and violence against young men and women who wed outside the caste, are increasing day by day it became necessary for the

---


28 Ibid.
judiciary to combat the problem and provide the protection to the youths who want to get marry with their own choice because where the other organs of the state have been failed to give any solution of the problem it is the judiciary on which people have more confidence. Markandey Katju and Gyan Sudha Misra JJ. On behalf of Supreme Court of India observed that, there are so many news are listening of violence, atrocities, threatening and harassments of the young couple who get married outside the caste. Our country is on the turning root of a very dangerous era on which the Court can't be noiseless in issues of awesome open concern, for example, the present one\(^29\).

Justice Katju has observed in *Lata Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh*\(^30\) that, there is no way to say like any pride in such murder, and actually this atrocity is nothing but inhuman, shameful and barbaric acts of murder done by cruel and brutal minded persons should be punished hard. This would be the only way to crub such an inhuman act of brutality. The Apex Court ordered the police across the country to take stern action against those resorting to violence against young men and women of marriageable age who opted for inter-caste and inter-religious marriages. the same was again reiterated by Justice Katju as a judge of the Apex Court in *Ashok Kumar Todi v. Kishwar Jahan*\(^31\) that, when both, married on their own will, who were majors, and the marriage was duly registered under the notified authority, the police officials have no role in their conjugal affairs and the law enforcing authorities have no right to interfere with their married life and, in fact, they are duty bound to prevent others who interfere in their married life. Court further observed that it is the duty of all persons in the police authorities or administration all through the nation that if any male or female is adult, goes through inter-caste or inter-religious marriage, their marital life should not be disturbed or harassed and if anyone gives such threat or commits acts of violence or instigates, it is the responsibility of the officers concerned to take stern action against such persons as provided by law.

\(^{29}\) *Lata Singh v. State of U.P. & Anr* (2006) 5 SCC 475, the Court observed ( paras 14 to 18)

\(^{30}\) (2006) 5 SCC 475

\(^{31}\) (2011)3,Scc, 758
The judicial attitude in deciding the cases of honour killing is very fluctuating and due to absence of any special law/ provisions on honour killing the court in similar cases is pronouncing differently. It depends on the whims of the judiciary to put a particular case of honour killing either in rarest of rare cases or decide otherwise. This is the irony of justice in a country governed by rule of law.

The judges are after all the part of the society and can’t be totally immune from the dominant trend of social thoughts. Benjamin Cardozo observed, the “great tides and currents which engulf the rest of men do not turn aside in their course and pass judges by”.

Violence against woman clubbed with the prohibitions on marital choice is a total negation of her rights. Since, the right to choose life partner at the time of marriage constitutes an integral part of her right of self-preservation, majority of the International. Conventions, Declarations and Protocols fall in line by emphasizing that her consent and choice in the matters relating to marriage should be weighed and prohibit resultant violence against her due to the difference of opinion in these matters.

Fundamentally the government of India and the apex code have been taken positive steps in this respect. It is the effect of judicial response that with the posses of time and changing scenario the ideology Khap Panchayat are changed. Now they are agreed to allow the inter-caste marriage with some.

32 Honour killings: Supreme Court says those who kill for ‘honour’ deserve death sentence, Court terms honour killings as ‘rarest of rare’ and says that capital punishment is necessary as a deterrent for ‘such outrageous and uncivilised behaviour’. The court says such barbaric and feudal practices are a slur on the nation and should be stamped out, by Gyanant Singh, India Today News, New Delhi, May 10, 2011, Available at: http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/honour-killings-sc-for-death-sentence/1/137621.html, (last visited on December 2, 2016)

33 Benjamin N Cardozo, the Nature of the judicial process, (Benjamin N Cardozo was a distinguished jurist provides insights into the judicial role by asking and answering the question, “What is it that I do when I decide a case?” In this legal classic, Benjamin N. Cardozo an Associate Supreme Court Justice of the United States from 1932-38 explains a judge's conscious and unconscious decision-making processes), (25th ed.) 1966, published by- Yale University Press, The United States Of America, at page- 168.

reasonable condition such as a couple cannot marriage with same villagers and same gotra.\textsuperscript{35}

\section*{7.2. Suggestions}

The question is how to tackle the issue of honour killing? To this end, some commentators suggest that the Khap panchayats should be given due diligence. This view is often supported by number of people of the society. Leaving those debates aside, the legal system is nonetheless the mechanism through which disputes in modern society are decided. Keeping in mind the flaws of the present policies regarding the above issue, following Suggestions if materialised will be important to curb the menace of honour killing:

1. In order to prevent honour killing, inter-caste marriages need to be encouraged as per Dr. B. R. Ambedkar the real remedy for breaking caste is inter-caste marriage. Nothing else will serve as a solvent of caste.

2. The powers of the caste panchayats need to be curtailed by appropriate Legislation. In India, there is no specific criminal law to deal with the offence of honour crimes. Need is there to either enact a special law or to add specific provisions in order to curb this menace in the Indian Penal Code, 1860, for example Section 304-C Honour killing, in the same line as of Dowry death in Section 304-B.

3. The criminal law measures to prevent, prosecute and punish the honour crimes need to be strong and effective and no leniency ought to be provided to the perpetrators of these crimes on the justification of any custom, tradition or religious considerations.

\textsuperscript{35}Livemint, E-Paper, Khap inter-caste marriage ruling a sign of compulsion, not reform, 21 May 2017 |Modified: Fri, Apr 25 2014, Available at: http://www.livemint.com/Politics/97nIRJpAoePXPXi0CvbxN/Khap-intercaste-marriage-ruling-a-sign-of-compulsion-not-r.html, (last visited on September 30, 2016)
4. The judiciary, elders in the society, parents, young men, police and lawmakers need to be gender sensitized. Honour crimes can be properly checked only if the police and judiciary consider it as the most heinous crimes and meet out stringent punishment.

5. There is need to clear implementation of law and judicial pronouncement related to Honour Killing. Besides, at state level, the number of honour killings can be reduced through altering the justice system with the use of media.

6. Cases relating to honour killings should be tried under fast track courts. There should be amendment in section 113 of the Indian Evidence Act ought to be made to shift the onus on accused, along these appearance making him liable to show his innocence regarding honour killing by putting it under a new Section namely 113-C, Presumption as to honour killing, in the same line as of Presumption as to dowry death in Section 113-B.

7. The governance should think of different help lines numbers and special cell where aggrieved people can approach for protection. There should be special cell for a woman who may be a victim of honour killing.

8. The common man and the general public ought to be enlightened about the importance of the female population, the value of life and the horrors of honour crimes through massive and large scale awareness campaigns, public debates and discussion, media coverage etc. The family and the community attitude towards these crimes can be combated and checked only by having a discourse with them and no strategy in this direction will be successful without their consent and cooperation.

9. A wider social movement needs to be launched for making the women aware of their legal rights and in making them understand and accept that there exists no violation of the family honour or caste honour, if she educates herself, develops her personality, expresses her desire in making marital choices, develops friendships with opposite sex and chooses to work.
10. Women and girls should be trained in the skill of self-defence in protecting themselves from those who tries to hurt them.

11. There is need to change the attitude to the Khap Panchayat towards the changing society.

12. The number of honour killings can be decreased by providing education and employment opportunities, because education enlightens the minds of people to get rid of conservativeness.

13. All the marriage should be legalized and registered looking up to their context.

14. Those who are marrying inter caste should be awarded and provide them legal protection as well as social safeguard.

15. Khaps also killed the persons or spouse who belongs to same gotra (Sagotra). Legislatures should amend Section 5 in The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, to insert the word “Sagotra” after Sapinda and Prohibited relations by which there will be legally ban to marry within Sagotra. This attempt could also reduce the honour killings.

16. Last yet not the least, the Government of India ought to recall its commitments and sense of duty regarding shield its residents from such brutality under CEDAW.
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